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ABSTRACT 
 
An archaeological investigation has established the presence of a previously unrecorded 
water corn mill in the valley of Elder Slack on the border of Gilling Park and Yearsley Moor; 
SE 458881 476028. 
 
The evidence from pottery recovered from the site suggests that the mill was built in the 
late 12th to early 13th century and that it operated, perhaps not continuously, until the early 
18th century. 
 
Despite exhaustive research, no map based or documentary evidence has been uncovered 
to place the mill at this precise location; but a sale indenture from 1559-60 and the names of 
Yearsley millers dating from the 17th to the early 18th century, extracted from local parish 
records and inquisitions post mortem, establishes the fact that there was a water mill that 
served the people of Yearsley.  Since no other site has been identified within the parish, it 
may be safe to assume that this was the Yearsley mill. 
 
The mill and its associated buildings appear to have been demolished and buried as part of a 
landscaping project in Gilling Park during the first half of the 18th century.  From that time to 
this, knowledge of the location of the mill appears to have slipped from local memory.  The 
presence of the romanticised ‘Wilderness’ area that replaced it, however, still appears on 
maps today. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Aims and Objectives 
 
The Yearsley Mill Research Project (YMRP) was initiated to further investigate the finding of 
an archaeological evaluation carried out on the mill site by Mr L Signiorelli, together with 
members of the earlier Yearsley Moor Archaeological Project (YMAP) team, during the 
winters of 2011-12 and 2012-13 (Signiorelli, 2012, 2013).  The aim was to confirm the 
presence of a water mill, its quality of survival, its stratigraphic complexity and the 
significance of any other features, finds or deposits on the site. 
 

Indication of Archaeological Significance Before Excavation 
 
The initial evaluations had indicated the presence of a possible water corn mill on the site, 
mostly based on the exposure of a complete millstone.  No map based evidence and only 
limited documentary evidence was available for a mill so it was thought that a full 
excavation would provide a more complete picture of the full extent of the site, its date of 
construction and later demolition, its place in the landscape and the reasons for its demise.  
This was a previously unrecorded monument and was considered to be potentially of great 
local and regional importance. 
 

Dates of Commencement and Termination of the Excavations 
 
The excavations commenced on the 12th May 2014 and finished on the 8th Oct 2016.  This 
was a voluntary community project and for the convenience of the participants digging took 
place in three week periods during the spring and autumn of each year.  The intervening 
periods were used for site recording and documentary research. 
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Location Data 

The site is situated on the boundary of Yearsley Moor and Gilling Park in the parish of 

Yearsley, North Yorkshire.  YO64 4JA.  (Fig 1). 

SMR No: 11533 (Associated building remains). 

HER No: 947600 (Associated building remains). 

GRID REF: SE 458881 476028. 

ELEVATION OD: 73m. 

 

 

 

Fig 1:  Location of the mill site 

(Source: Google Maps). 

 

 

 

 

 

  

YEARSLEY MILL 
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Topography, Geology and Soils 
 
The topography and geology of the area around the mill site have an important bearing on 
the position of the mill in the landscape. 
 
The mill complex, including the pond, the mill and the associated buildings are situated 
around the 75m contour in the valley of a small stream called Elder Slack.  The stream rises 
on the hill slope some 750m to the SW of the site, where it is fed by several springs that 
appear to provide a constant supply of water throughout the year. 
 
The village of Yearsley, which the mill is thought to service, lies just over a mile (1.66 km) to 
the south of the site at a height of 160m above sea level.  The village is positioned on a ridge 
of permeable Scarborough Formation limestone and calcareous sandstones with no reliable 
source of surface water, drinking water having been originally drawn from wells dug into the 
limestone.  The stream in Elder Slack may therefore have been the closest source of water 
suitable to drive the mill. 
 
A long disused and overgrown track-way has also been found that would have linked the 
village with the mill, this route partially following the valley of Elder Slack. 
 
The mill is situated where the stream flows over the mudstone and sandstone of the Scalby 
Formation, laid down in the Middle Jurassic period some 174 – 163 million years ago.  During 
the construction of the site the overburden of sandy silty soils appears to have been cleared 
to expose the bedrock; this has been utilised to provide a solid foundation for the mill and 
the adjoining building and a series of post holes and wall foundation trenches have been cut 
into the rock as part of the construction process. 
 
The sandy limestone from quarries on the Scarborough Formation ridge overlooking the site 
may also have provided the stone for the mill buildings.  Quarry Hill (SE 588 752) would 
appear to be a likely source. 
 
A further point of interest is the impermeable layer of clay called the Leberston Member 
that underlies the limestone ridge and helps create the spring line feeding the Elder Slack 
stream.  The clay from this layer may also have provided the raw material for a local pottery 
industry, an abundance of the sherds from which have been recovered from the mill site. 
 

Context in Terms of Neighbouring Monuments and Local Artefact Distribution 
 
The mill site lies within a particularly rich and diverse historic environment.  Comprehensive 
and wide-ranging studies of the area have been undertaken by the YMAP team (YMAP, Final 
Report 2013) and by local historian John Marwood in his ‘History of Gilling’ (Marwood, 
1995). 
 
Features of immediate relevance to the mill are the nearby building foundations 
investigated by Signiorelli in 2011-12 (Signiorelli, 2012) and the mill pond (NMY 11605) 
detailed in the YMAP report (YMAP, Final Report, 2013, 64-6).  The building foundations 
appear to be contemporary with the mill as the building style and the materials used are 
similar, the pottery recovered from both sites was also comparable (Young, 2013, 9-10).  
Further investigation would be necessary to prove the association but it is possible that the 
building provided accommodation for the miller and his family and that it was part of a 
wider complex of structures on the site.  The Papist Register of 1720 lists a kiln, garden, 
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orchard and curtilage together with the ‘water corn-miln’, which also suggests that there 
were other activities taking place here (NYCRO, Northallerton Quarter Sessions, 1720, 82).  
An estate map from the 19th century also shows a series of small enclosures close to where 
the mill would have stood, possibly taken (assarted) from the Yearsley Moor common land 
and used for farming activities alongside the mill (NYCRO, ZDV, MIC. 1504, frame 344) 
(Fig 2). 
 

 

Fig 2:  Position of the mill and adjacent enclosures 

A further item of interest is the boundary wall extending SE from the mill, originally 
described as a ‘possible post medieval wall in Gilling Park’ (HER No. 947616, SE 5934 7576).  
This feature was investigated during the YMAP survey of 2009 – 2013  and was shown to be 
part of the landscaped park boundary, bordering the romanticised ‘Wilderness’ area that is 
still shown on current OS maps.  The wall appears to have replaced an earlier deer park 
boundary or ‘Park Pale’ given licence in 1374 (YMAP Final Report, 2013, 31-40).  The 
boundary has been shown to extend to the north and south of the mill but a gap appears to 
exist where the mill and its associated buildings are situated, again suggesting some 
additional use for the site, possible as a gate lodge, although further investigation would be 
required to show this relationship more clearly. 
 
The track-way linking the mill with Yearsley village was also rediscovered during the YMAP 
survey (p.59). Although it does not appear on the original 1856 OS map the much overgrown 
track can be followed on the ground along the side of Elder Slack back towards the village.  It 
has been so well used in places that it has formed a sunken road or ‘hollow-way’ (YMAP 
Final Report, 2013, 59). 
 

  

GILLING PARK 

YEARSLEY MOOR 

MILL SITE 

PARK BOUNDARY FIELD ENCLOSURES 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
 
The documentary research aimed to answer questions such as when the mill was built and 
operated, how it came to be located in Gilling Park, who instigated it and who operated it?   
 

The Documentary Record 
 
Yearsley, which had various spellings including Everslage (11th Century), Eversley (13th 
Century) and Yereslay (15th Century), in the Parish of Coxwold was held by Hugh, son of 
Baldric, at the time of the Domesday survey of AD 1086.  The survey makes no mention of a 
mill there. 
 
According to ‘The Foundations of Bylands Abbey’ in the Gentleman’s Magazine of 1843, 
Thomas Colville was given Yearsley by his father, also Thomas, between 1135 and 1154.  The 
Colvilles were the tenants of the manor for many years (held of the de Mowbrays, the 
tenants-in-chief of Thirsk, Coxwold and area who founded Newburgh Priory in 1145) and 
records show various activities by the family.  In 1254 de Colville was in dispute with Richard 
de Riparia over common pasture in Yearsley1 and in 1298 there was a complaint by the Prior 
of Newburgh that he assaulted the prior’s servants and took away his dogs and greyhounds2.  
Kirkby’s Inquest of 1284-5 said that in the township of Yearsley three carucates of land were 
held by Thomas de Coleville and he held them of Roger de Mowbray, who held them of the 
king in chief3.  Nothing remains of the Yorkshire Lay Subsidy of 1297 for the North Riding, 
but the Yorkshire Lay Subsidy of 13014 includes ‘Eversley’ and Gilling without any mention of 
a miller.  Presumably the de Colvilles entertained the king, Edward I, when he stayed in 
Yearsley on 13 and 14 June 1301 on the way from Beverley to Tynemouth raising an army to 
fight the Scots.   
 
On the Sunday after Easter, 1322, Margaret de Colville fled her husband’s house taking only 
her gown and went to stay with Agatha, late wife of Marmaduke Darell, knight, and her son 
Richard, where she stayed, certainly until early June5.  Unfortunately, we have no more 
information as to why she left the house (nor whereabouts the house actually was in 
Yearsley).  It was in 1322 that Edward II went north to fight the Scots, but at Easter he was in 
the Pontefract area and the Battle of Byland took place in October so Margaret’s departure 
was probably of a more personal nature.  Nevertheless, it must have been a fearful time for 
the people in the area:  they heard on 8 May that the Scots were preparing to invade and 
Edward was rushing to raise and arm his troops6. 
 
In 1347 a Thomas de Colville was given licence to impark his wood of ‘Bukdensyke in 
Yeveresley’7, but the following year the park was broken into and deer stolen8.  No other 
reference has been found to the park so it is not possible to say whether it continued in use, 
but as the Black Death came to the area in 1349, it is possible that de Colville was unable to 
maintain it.  Where exactly ‘Bukdensyke’ wood was located is unclear:  none of the older 

                                                             
1 Calendar of Close Rolls Henry III 1253-54, Vol 8, p 159. 
2 Calendar of Patent Rolls 26 Edward I, Memb 12d, p 381 
3 Surtees Society Vol 49 p 94. 
4 Yorkshire Archaeological Society Record Series Vol XXI, p 87 and p 55. 
5 Calendar of Inquisitions Miscellaneous Vol 2, Section 551. 
6 Calendar of Patent Rolls Vol IV, Pt 2, p 100. 
7 Calendar of Patent Rolls Edward III, Vol 7, p 534 
8 Calendar of Patent Rolls Edward III, Vol 8, pp 66 & 67. 
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maps show ‘Bukden’ as a wood or stream (syke) but could it be the same as the ‘torrent del 
Botton’ described in the agreement of 1385?  It would be interesting to explore the area to 
see whether any evidence of the park remains on the ground, for example was ‘Cross Dyke’, 
a large set of banks and ditches still crossing the Yearsley to Oulston road, part of the park 
pale or a much earlier structure? 
 
In 1349 three tofts and three bovates of land in Yearsley were settled upon Thomas de Etton 
and his wife, Elizabeth, the tenants of Gilling Castle9, and that property continued to be held 
by subsequent Gilling Castle tenants.  Thomas de Colville was confirmed as tenant of the 
lands of Coxwold, Oulston and Yearsley, which Roger de Mowbray had previously granted to 
him, under Thomas Ughtred in 135510. 
 
In the meantime, Thomas de Etton was given licence in 1374 to ‘impark 1,000 acres of land 
and wood at Gillyng in Rydale, co. York…’11.Only the Poll Tax of 1377 remains for the area: 
Yearsley was ‘taxed 36’ and Gilling East with Grimston ‘taxed 105 - £1-15/-’ 12; no mention 
was made of a miller.  The de Ettons and de Colvilles entered into agreements about their 
land holdings in 1378 and 1385 (Fig 3).  A piece of pasture beyond the Holbeck Stream 
towards Ampleforth was granted by de Colville to de Etton in 137813 and they agreed to 
share the moors and pastures of Gilling and 
Yearsley seven years later14.  Thomas de Colville 
had confirmation of his lands in 139215 but died 
in 1405 without leaving a direct heir.  John Percy 
inherited the lands but had rebelled against the 
king and his lands were forfeit, and so William 
Yhevereslay (Yearsley), who, in the meantime, 
had been taking the profits from the manor 
which had an annual value of 10 marks, retained 
Yearsley16.  William is said to have been 
described as a brother of Thomas Colville17, 
although the Yearsley family had already been of 
some standing (for example Elias de Yeversle had 
been granted the bailiwick of ‘Esyngwoldwalk’ in 
the forest of Galtres in 135018) and they 
remained as tenants until 1497 when Thomas 
Yearsley died19.   
 
Fig 3:  Agreement concerning common rights 
between Thomas Colvill and Thomas de Etton dated 8 July 1385  
(With kind permission from The North Yorkshire County Record Office.) 
 

                                                             
9 North Yorkshire County Record Office (hereafter NYCRO) ZQG(F) I 12 Mic 2865/2090. 
10 Calendar of the Patent Rolls Edward III, Vol 10 pp 315 & 316. 
11 NYCRO ZQG(F) I 12, Mic 2865/2117 
12 ‘The Poll Taxes of 1377, 1379 and 1381’ Pt 3 Wilts-Yorks. Ed. C C Fenwick, pub. Oxford University 
Press, pp 235 & 242. 
13 NYCRO ZQG(F) I 1-12 Mic 2865/2130 
14 NYCRO ZQG(F) I 12 Mic 2865/2143. 
15 Calendar of Patent Rolls Richard II Vol 5, p 197. 
16 Inquisition Post Mortem 1-6 Henry IV, Vol 18, 1153 & 1155 
17 A History of the County of York North Riding (hereafter VCH) Vol 2, pp 8-24. 
18 Calendar of Patent Rolls Edward III, Vol 8, p 569. 
19 Wills of the Prerogative & Exchequer Courts of York, (hereafter York Wills) 5497, Mic 915. 
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Unfortunately, there are no details of Thomas Yearsley’s heir, but in 1500 Joan, his widow, 
claimed against a William Wildon (of Fryton) for dower in certain lands in Yearsley20, so 
presumably William Wildon was then the tenant of the manor.  He died in 150621 and was 
probably succeeded by John Wildon, gentleman, who was said to be ‘of Yearsley Peile’ in his 
Will of 153822 where there is reference to a house in Yearsley bought from a Robert Hunter.  
‘Peel’ still occurs to the south of Yearsley: ‘Peel Wood’, ‘Peel Banks’ and particularly ‘Peel 
Park’; is this the same property which the Wildons occupied for many years?  It would be 
interesting to look further at Peel Park, something which was outside the scope of Yearsley 
Mill Research Project. 
 
In 1558 Thomas de la River, Thomasin his wife and William Wildon sold a messuage with 
lands in Yearsley to Richard Askwith23, but no further mention has been found of his 
ownership.  The de la River family had probably held Brandsby from the 12th Century24, but 
there is no earlier record of their involvement with Yearsley.  According to A History of the 
County of York North Riding: Volume 2, Thomas de la River died in 1558 and although he had 
four illegitimate daughters, Jane, Thomasina, Eleanor, and Elizabeth, the Brandsby estate 
then passed to the Cholmeley family.  In the first year of the reign of Elizabeth in 1559, 
however, there is a record of Thomas de la River, Thomasin his wife and William Wildon 
selling a messuage with lands in Yearsley to Nicholas Fayrfax, kt25.  That same year William 
Wildon agreed an Indenture to sell, 
amongst other things, ‘one 
watermilne there with the sute 
thereof and free course of water at all 
times forever as it now hathe at this 
date and late in the tenure of Richard 
Chapman with all with all (sic) other 
edyfitions and buildings thereunto…’ 
to Sir Nicholas Fairfax of Gilling26 
(Fig 4).  In 1560 Wildon, along with 
Leonard Marton and Thomasin, his 
wife, sold the Manor of Yearsley and 
eight messuages and 16 cottages with 
lands there and in Yearsley Peill to Sir 
William Bellassis of Newburgh 
Priory27, by then of course, in private 
ownership.   
 
 
Fig 4: Indenture concerning the purchase of land by Sir Nicholas Fairfax of Gilling dated 29 

April 1559/60 (With kind permission from The North Yorkshire County Record Office.) 

 

                                                             
20 VCH, Vol 2, pp 8-24. 
21 York Wills, 6161, Mic 916. 
22 York Wills, 11,293, Mic 918. 
23 Feet of Fines of the Tudor Period Pt 1, 1557-8, 4&5 Philip & Mary, Hilary Term. 
24 VCH Vol 2, pp 103-107 
25 Feet of Fines of the Tudor Period Pt 1. Yorkshire Archaeological Society, Trinity Term, 1 Elizabeth. 
26 NYCRO Indenture ZDZ I 5 Mic 1352/867. 
27 Feet of Fines of the Tudor Period, Pt 1 Yorkshire Archaeological and Topographical Association 
Record Series Vol II, Michaelmas Term, 2&3 Elizabeth. 
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Sir Nicholas Fairfax died in 1570/1 ‘seised in his demesne … also ... a messuage, dovecote, 
watermill, 20 acres of pasture and 100 acres of moor in Yearsley, held of William Bellasis, 
knight, in socage, as his manor in Yearsley, worth 20s a year’28.  An Inquisition Post Mortem 
of 1598 for Sir William Fairfax who died in the previous November, also included ‘One 
messuage … one water mill with appurtenances in Yearsley and 20 acres … held of Sir 
William Bellassis of his manor of Yearsley and they are worth 20s. p.a.’ 29.   
 
The Will of a later Bellassis - Sir Henrie, Kt. and Bt. dated 23 December 162430 - is not directly 
related to Yearsley, but of interest in that the Inventory includes a kiln:  a feature at Yearsley 
Mill mentioned in the Register of Papist Estates in 1720 (see below).  The kiln at Newbrough 
Priory included ‘one grate’, a ‘steepefall’ (sic), ‘one great crabb trough’ and ‘one vergis 
brake’ which seem to be equipment for brewing.  The barley is soaked in water for several 
days (steeped), spread out to sprout and germinate then dried either in the sun or a kiln.  
‘Vergis’ is verjuice made of crab-apples or unripe grapes and was widely used at that time in 
sauces where we would now use vinegar.  The crab-apples were crushed in a mill, the liquor 
pressed out and stored.  There has been some debate about what type of kiln it was at 
Yearsley Mill:  a kiln or oat roasting plate for drying the cereal before milling as at Arden 
Mill31, a pottery kiln, or a kiln for roasting the barley for brewing.  Given that the tenant of 
Yearsley Mill had the equipment to mill crab-apples, oats or barley, a pottery kiln seems the 
least likely option. 
 
The Hearth Tax for Gilling at Michaelmas 1673 included 21 hearths belonging to Lord Fairfax, 
a Mr Peacocke had four hearths and the remaining 30 tenants had one or two hearths or 
were discharged.  Yearsley showed 41 hearths; the majority of people had only one hearth, 
three were exempt and eight had two hearths; no-one had more, so presumably there was 
no large house in occupation at the time32.  ‘Jos Wilden’ – possibly a descendant of the 
earlier landholders? – had two hearths, ‘Jo Wedgewood’, the potter, had one hearth as had 
‘Wd Yewart’.  (‘Wd’ is probably an abbreviation for ‘Widow’.)  The Coxwold Parish Registers 
for 17th Century do not show any other Yewarts at Yearsley, so could Widow Yewart have 
been the widow of William Yoward (see ‘Tenants of Yearsley Mill’ below) who died four 
years earlier?  There is no obvious mention of a tax on a hearth at Yearsley Mill and neither 
Dinnison or Yoward (except Wd Yewart) are mentioned in the Gilling and Yearsley returns.  
Does this mean there was no hearth at either the mill or the building nearby in 1673, or was 
the mill hearth, which we found during excavation, discounted as not being in a dwelling, 
was it not in use at the time or was it simply overlooked?  Could it have been created 
between 1673 and 1720 when we know that there was a kiln associated with the mill (see 
‘The Register of Papist Estates’ below)? 
 
The Hungate and Fairfax Family Papers include rentals for the years 171133, 171234 and 
171935 which include ‘George Yoward of Mill, Catherine Close and Walls Close’ at a rental of 
£7 03s. 04d.  Gilling Mill is also mentioned: in 1711 the rental was £1 10s., in 1712 it was £2 
and in 1719 it was 3s. 04d.  It is interesting how the rent varied and also how much less it 

                                                             
28 Yorkshire Archaeological Journal XIX, MCMVII, pp 191&2. 
29 Inquisition Post Mortem, 13 Elizabeth, Pt 1 No 41. 
30 Wills of the Prerogative & Exchequer Courts of York,Vol 38, Fol 544, Mic 955. 
31 ‘Eight Centuries of Milling in North East Yorkshire’ by John K Harrison, pub. North York Moors 
National Park Authority, 2001, p. 233. 
32 NYCRO Ripon Historical Society, 1991, CRONT 1453 & 1454. 
33 NYCRO ZDV(F) Hungate and Fairfax Family Papers, Mic 1128/3504. 
34 Ibid, Mic 1128/3517. 
35 NYCRO ZQG(F) V Estate 3.4.1 Mic 2814/1063. 
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was than the rent for Yearsley Mill, but perhaps the difference was due, to some extent, to 
the inclusion of Catherine and Walls Closes.   
 
In 1720 the Register of Papist Estates36 listed under the ownership of William Lord Viscount 
Fairfax of Emula in the Kingdom of Ireland, ‘In Earsley in the parish of Coxwould, a messge., a 
water-cornmilne, and kiln, garden, orchard and curtilage, with several lands, &c, let to Jane 
and Geo. Yoward for ninety-nine years if they or either of them should so long live, at £4 fine 
paid £20; …’.  It is worth noting that the mill was said to be ‘In Earsley in the parish of 
Coxwould’ in spite of the property being owned by Fairfax of Gilling; the Civil Parish 
boundary running the length of the lakes, still separates the site of the mill from Gilling 
Parish. 
 
For probably 50 years in the mid-18th Century Charles Gregory, Ninth Lord Fairfax of Emley, 
instituted many improvements to Gilling Park adding, amongst other things, ponds, temples 
and ‘The Wilderness’ which included the mill land.  The Vouchers he left provide an insight 
into the work done and its cost.  They also included references to ‘the ould mill’37:  A bill 
dated 19 September 1748 quoted £2 10/- for walling to the ‘ould mill’, a bill of 14 November 
1748 charged for carting stones to ‘ye Ould Mill’ and on 30 November 1748 Fairfax was 
billed ‘for getting up stones for the Park Wall…to the Ould Mill’.  Clearly the mill had gone 
out of use. 
 
Some more snippets of information about the mill can be gleaned from 17th and 18th Century 
Wills and Parish Records as detailed below. 
 
Finally, one comparatively recent reference to the mill, presumably from local oral history, 
appears in “The North Yorkshire Village Book”38 which says “fine walks to be found through 
the woods and down to the three lakes where Yearsley water mill was once situated.  Sadly, 
there is now no trace of it.”   
 

Maps and Boundaries 
 
Unfortunately, no maps, charts or plans have been found which show Yearsley Mill.  The 
earliest map of the area, dated 160539 covers the land owned by Sir William Bellassis, 
including Yearsley village, but by then he had sold the mill to Sir William Fairfax.  Similarly, a 
map of 172740 shows Yearsley village, but not the mill.   
 
The earliest plan of Gilling land found so far is undated but could have been created in the 
late 18th/early 19th Century; by then, the mill had been landscaped over by Sir Nicholas 
Fairfax.  Again, the First Edition Ordnance Survey maps are far too late. 
 
The 14th Century agreements between Thomas de Colville and Thomas de Etton are the 
most useful documents found which give some idea of their land holdings.  The 1378 
document delineates a piece of pasture between the Holbeck stream and Calliger Slack ‘as 

                                                             
36 The North Riding Record Society, Vol VIII, Quarter Sessions Records (Ed. Rev. J C Atkinson, DCL) 
1890, p 82. 
37 NYCRO ZDV(F) ‘Fairfax vouchers 1733–1752’ Mic 1131/7676, 7690 & 7712. 
38 North Yorkshire Federation of Women’s Institutes.  Published jointly by Countryside Books, 
Newbury & the NEYFWI, Thirsk & the NWYFWI, Harrogate, 1991. 
39 NYCRO ZDV Mic 1504/145-157. 
40 NYCRO ZDV VI 6 Mic 1504/390-405. 
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far as the soil of Ampleforth’ for enlarging the de Etton’s park at Gilling41.  Looking at recent 
maps, it is difficult to work out where that pasture could have been, but if the stream known 
now as Calliger Slack retained that name for the length of Gilling Park, the low-lying land to 
the north east of the Lower Fish Pond could have been the pasture de Etton obtained.  
 

 

Fig 5: Possible boundaries of Gilling and Yearsley Moors as outlined in 1385 agreement 

More importantly, the agreement between Thomas de Coleville and Thomas de Etton on 8 
July 1385 outlines the extent of the ‘moors and pastures of Yearsley and Gilling’, the Gilling 
boundaries being marked with stones.  (Fig 5)  Gilling Moor stretches from ‘del Chalange’ to 
‘Grimston bekke’ and from the moors of Yearsley to Gilling ‘outgange’.  Yearsley moor 
stretches from ‘Brandesby bek’ to the ‘torrent del Botten’ and from that to ‘the torrent de 
Thorp Wolhous’42.  If you continue to assume that Calliger Slack runs down the valley, the 
description of Gilling land is fairly clear including the line of stones running to Grimston Beck.  
(Presumably Gilling ‘outgange’ was some form of gate on the old route out of Gilling.)   
 
The first part of the description of Yearsley moor is from Brandsby Beck to Botten Beck:  
could the Botten be the stream now called the River Foss which runs north/south through 
Oulston Reservoir to the Thorpe area, near a house still called ‘Burton House’ and which, 
along with ‘Lower Burton House’, is shown on the First Edition Ordnance Survey Map43?  
Interestingly, the Yearsley/Oulston Civil Parish Boundary still runs up this stream.  Moreover, 
could Bukdensyke, the name of the deer park granted to Thomas de Colville in 134744 also 
be another version of Botten/Burton?  The boundary of Yearsley moor clearly ran along a 
stream (‘torrent’) and suitably positioned streams in the area are limited, so it seems a 
strong possibility that Bukden/Botten Beck is now the River Foss.  (‘Foss’ was, however, used 
elsewhere such as in the 1378 agreement45, which includes ‘…fosse del Calange bek…’:  ‘foss’ 
was a general term used for a ditch or moat.  It is suggested that the ‘fosse del Calange bek’ 

                                                             
41 Op. cit. 
42 Op. cit. 
43 Yorkshire 122. 
44 Op. cit. 
45 Op. cit. 
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was the man-made cutting taken eastwards to feed the medieval fish ponds which still exist 
to the north of Gilling Castle.) 
 
The 1385 boundary then runs to Thorpe Wolhous (now Thorpe Willows), and meets a line of 
stones which are a continuation of the Gilling Moor boundary stones.  These stones, marked 
with a cross or crosses, are probably those mentioned in another boundary agreement from 
15 May 179646 in which new stones were being erected to mark the Gilling/Yearsley 
boundary.  Only one cross marked stone has yet been found: at Whinny Cross Hill.  It is 
suggested that it and the other cross marked stones were carved when de Coleville and de 
Etton were setting out the moor boundaries; it may just be a coincidence that both houses 
had crosses in their coats of arms.  The mill is to the north east of the boundary, but the 
agreement was for the sharing of the moors and pastures, so can we assume that the land 
surrounding the mill was excluded but still part of de Colville’s land?   
 
Nevertheless, if the proposed location of de Etton’s park pale47 is correct, it would cut 
through between the mill and its pond or perhaps detour round the curtilage of the mill.  
Assuming de Etton held the land to the north and east of Calliger Slack, the park would 
largely conform to his holdings with the exception of the area now called The Wilderness.  
Being able to include Calliger Slack would enhance the park and provide water for the 
animals in the park, something not much available on the higher ground of his land holding.  
Perhaps he reached an agreement with de Colville to be able to extend the boundary of the 
park to include the valley.  (The wall built for the Ninth Lord Fairfax in 174848 in some areas 
follows the deer park boundary.) 
 
The other land ownership agreement that is the most significant as far as the mill is 
concerned is the one between Sir Nicholas Fairfax of Gilling and William Wildone of 
Yearsley49 in 1559.  Not only did it provide some details of the mill (‘…one watermilne there 
with the sute thereof and free course of water at all times forever…’) but it outlined the 
boundary of the land being sold.  (Fig 6)  It seems to be a huge area stretching from ‘Thorn 
Willoes’ in the north west to Grimston in the east, a large proportion of which surely would 
have already been owned by Fairfax, but it does delineate the boundary nearest to the mill  
 

‘beginning from one stone […] and agreyd upon adjoining to parcel of ground called 
the Middle Inge of Thorn Willoes upon the north …. And so from the said stone onto 
one parcel of ground called Braben Hurst adjoining to one moore called the Lythe 
Moor as appeareth by mete and bound there also newly set as bounders and so 
linearly onto the said Lythe Moor abutting onto the weste end of the parcel as 
appeareth by mete and bound there likewise sett and so directly onto the hill above 
the marle pytte to one close […].  Of the east end of one Wingate Hill and from ye 
said stone linearly onto one parcel of ground called Chala.enly Inge….  Onto mete 
stone lying upon the east end of Overgraystone moor and from the said stone 
linearly to one Gretstone by the Y..a.t… Pede as appeareth by mete and bound there 
land and so from the said stone linearly to the Highe Strete way so leadeth unto the 
[…].  South of the Stones at Osbourne Inge which Stones on bounders divideth ye 
Lordshippe of Bransbie Yearsley and Grymston…’.   

 

                                                             
46 NYCRO ZDV Fauconberg (Belasyse) estates. Various papers 1690-1810. 
47 Yearsley Moor Archaeological Project 2009-2013 
48 Op. cit. 
49 Op. cit. 
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Fig 6:  1952 Ordnance Survey map showing estate boundaries with positions of boundary 

stones 

It also mentions the ‘…milne Hethe upon the west from ye Lordshippe of Gilling…’.  Braben 
Hurst and Lythe Moor are not shown on maps, but the ‘marle pytte’ is probably where a 
limestone quarry, a gravel pit and a sand pit are shown on the First Edition Ordnance Survey 
map south of what is now called Thorpe Grange.  The straight line of the boundary then ran 
to the east end of Windygate Hill, over Challiger Rigg, Greystones Rigg to the Greatstone on 
the road from Yearsley to Grimston and then on to the Osbourne Inge parish boundary.  In 
1559, therefore, some boundary stones were already in place, certainly at the Middle Inge of 
Thorn Willoes, at the east end of Overgraystone moor, a Gretstone - presumably the large 
stone called ‘Wapontake Stone’ mentioned in the 1796 agreement - and the stones at 
Osbourne Inge.  Other stone or stones were added such as at Lythe Moor.  This section of 
the 1559 estate boundary - from Thorpe Willows, via Windygate Hill, Challiger Rigg, Whinny 
Cross to Osbourne Inge - thus remained the same as that of the 14th Century. 
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It is suggested, therefore, that until the 1559 sale, the tenants of Gilling Castle held the land 
to the east of Calliger Slack as far south as the 14th Century boundary and the Yearsley 
tenants held the land to the west of Calliger Slack as far as what is now the River Foss.  
Yearsley water mill would therefore have been built on land held by the Yearsley tenants. 
 
In the 1620s there was an agreement of only peripheral interest which confirmed Belassys’ 
ownership of the wastes of Yearsley (except for the part purchased by Sir Nicholas Fairfax) 
which lie on the west side of the road from Yearsley to Thorpe Gate so that there was 
sufficient common left for the owners and tenants of Thorpe le Willows Grange50.  It may 
have been then when the octagonal stones at the north end of the wall (said to be ‘more 
recent’ in the 1796 boundary agreement51) were installed. 
 
In 1796, the 14th Century boundary was re-established in the agreement between the Right 
Honourable Henry Lord Fauconberg and Charles Gregory Pigot Fairfax, Esq., and by the 
installation of new stones marked with a Y on one side and G on the other.  In addition to 
the possible 14th Century stone visible at Whinny Cross, five of the 1796 stones can be found 
along the boundary52.   
 

The Tenants of Yearsley Mill 
 
The first mention we have of a tenant of the mill is from the Indenture of 1559, mentioned 
above, when the water mill was ‘… late in the tenure of Richard Chapman …’.  A record has 
been found for a Richard Chapman who was buried on 16 August 1546 at ‘Estherlesay’53, but 
it is debateable whether this could have been the Yearsley miller for two reasons:  it is 
suggested that ‘Estherlesay’ is actually East Harlsey, roughly 25 miles from Yearsley, and also 
it seems unlikely for the mill to have been unused for 13 years.   
 
Subsequent tenants of the mill have been found in Parish Registers.  A family of Dinnisons 
were tenants of the mill in the 1650s and 1660s. There were Dinnisons at Grimston for many 
years, but they first appear at Yearsley Mill on 15 November 1655, when Elizabeth Dinnison 
of Yearsley milne married John Sothranne of Oswouldkirke in the presence of John Dinnison 
[senior], John Dinnison [junior]54.  The following year an Elizabeth Dinnison of Yearsley milne 
was buried on 17 February55; who exactly she was is not clear as the unnamed wife of John, 
the elder, survived him as did his daughter Elizabeth.  On 26 May 1657 John Denison of 
Yearsley milne married Alice Hodgson at Ryton, parish of Wintringham56 and their son, also 
John, was baptised in Coxwold on 17 August 1660.  In the meantime, John Dinnison, the 
elder, of Yearsley milne was buried on 28 April 165957; his Will (under the name of ‘John 
Donnison the elder of Yearsley Mill…’58) dated 25 April 1659, left £22 to his family with the 
residue to his son John.  His wife received nothing but he required that she bore half his 
funeral expenses!  On 29 April 1668 Thomas Dinnison of Yearsley milne died59 but, again, his 

                                                             
50 Yearsley Moor Archaeological Project 2009-2013, p 15. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Wills of the Prerogative & Exchequer Courts of York, 13, 214, Mic 920. 
54 NYCRO Coxwold Parish Register. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Wintringham Parish Register. 
57 NYCRO Coxwold Parish Register. 
58 Wills of the Prerogative & Exchequer Courts of York PROB 11/294/609 20 August 1659 Pell Folio 
435. 
59 Borthwick Institute Ref. P.R. Cox 3 Coxwold 1666–1702/03 and microfilm 669. 
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position in the family is unknown: he did not appear in the Will of John, the elder, in 1659.  
William Dinison of Grimston died and was buried on 11 February 1670 and may have been 
the brother of John as a ‘Brother William Dennison’ inherited forty shillings in John’s Will.  
Can it be assumed that John Denison, the younger, of Yearsley milne, who was the main 
beneficiary of his father’s Will in 1659, continued as tenant of the mill?  Unfortunately, we 
don’t know when, or where, he died. 
 
The next tenant of Yearsley mill appears to have been George Yoward, the son of William 
Yoward, who was christened in Helmsley on 7 June 164660; his sister, Jane, was christened in 
Gilling on 16 March 165261 so presumably the family had moved from the Helmsley area to 
Gilling between 1646 and 1652.  (Previously a William Yoward was recorded at Griffe and at 
Antofts, both to the west of Helmsley towards Rievaulx.62  William was buried in Gilling 
churchyard on 9 April 1669 and was then said to be of Grimston63.)  George married 
Margaret Walls at Gilling on 6 July 166964.  George had two daughters – Elizabeth 
(christened on 7 January 1672) and Margaret (christened on 9 February 1673) – and two 
sons – George (christened on 22 July 1677) and Launcelott (christened on 14 January 1685 
‘son of George Yoward of Yearsley Milne’)65.  The younger George was registered in Gilling as 
the son of George and Margaret, but Launcelott was registered in Coxwold to an unnamed 
mother.  The rental returns of 1711, 1712 and 1719 (see above) show a George Yoward at 
the mill and the Register of Papist Estates of 1720 (see above) also states that the mill was 
let to Jane and George Yoward (Jane being the sister of the first George).  Is there any 
significance in the fact that Jane is mentioned before George?  In the meantime, Launcelott 
had married Elizabeth Wildon (a descendant of the earlier landowner?) in 172066 and was 
living at Windegate Farm67, half a mile from the mill.  In the 1720s a few members of the 
Yoward family died including a George who was buried on 30 December 1724 at Coxwold.  
No registration of burial has been found for Margaret, the wife of George the elder, but on 
11 September 1724 Elizabeth, ‘wife of George’, was buried at Gilling although her 
ecclesiastical parish of residence is given as Coxwold.68.  They were probably the last tenants 
of Yearsley mill.   
 
It is worth noting that the tenants of the mill continued as parishioners of Coxwold for many 
years: the Dinnisons, living at the mill a hundred years after it became part of Gilling Park, 
continued to have baptisms and burials at Coxwold Parish Church.  The mill was, of course, 
held by Sir Nicholas Fairfax (and subsequently by Sir William Fairfax) of Sir William Bellassis 
‘in socage’ (feudal style free tenure), so the primary landlord of the mill was still Bellassis of 
Newburgh Priory, Coxwold.  That type of socage was abolished in 1660s, so was that the 
reason, (or did it have anything to do with the death of Thomas Bellassis, 1st Lord 
Fauconberg who died in 1653) that the connection with Coxwold Church ended?  The 
Yowards, millers for Yearsley but tenants of a Gilling landlord, had the majority of their 
christenings, marriages and burials in Gilling Church.   
 

                                                             
60 NYCRO Helmsley Parish Register and pers. comm. with Mr A Yoward. 
61 NYCRO Gilling Parish Register. 
62 Pers. comm. with Mr A Yoward. 
63 NYCRO Gilling Parish Register. 
64 Ibid. 
65 NYCRO Gilling Parish Register. 
66 NYCRO Kilburn and Ampleforth Parish Register. 
67 Pers. comm. with Mr A Yoward. 
68 NYCRO Gilling Parish Register. 
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Summary 

Unfortunately, no record has been found for the creation or existence of Yearsley Mill 
before the Indenture of 1559.  The period between the Domesday Survey in 1086 and the 
Black Death in 1349, however, saw water driven mill sites in the 14th Century or earlier 
established in large numbers69 and there is no reason to think Yearsley did not follow that 
trend. 
 
The mill is now well within Gilling Park, but it was probably built at the behest of, and on 
land held by, a Thomas de Colville of Yearsley.  An agreement must have been reached for 
Thomas de Etton to create his deer park with a boundary which ran very close to the mill.   
 
In 1559 Sir Nicholas Fairfax bought the land stretching south west from his Gilling estate to 
an earlier boundary and that land included Yearsley mill.   
 
In the 18th Century Charles Gregory Fairfax landscaped Gilling Park and in 1748 Yearsley Mill 
was being referred to as ‘ye Ould Mill’; and so by then it was out of use and presumably also 
around that time it was finally demolished and covered over. 
 

  

                                                             
69 ‘Eight Centuries of Milling in North East Yorkshire’ by John K Harrison, pub. North York Moors 
National Park Authority, 2001. 
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THE EXCAVATIONS 
 
The Yearsley Mill site lies on the southern bank of a small stream running through Elder 
Slack (Central GR: E 45881.96 N 476028.73).  The excavations on the site covered an area of 
approximately 294 sq m measuring 21m N-S and 14m EW.  The ground surface was generally 
undulating and the vegetation was of a mature mixed woodland type with a dense scrub and 
grass undergrowth (Fig 7). 
 
The investigative work was a continuation of preliminary evaluations carried out by 
professional archaeologist Luigi Signiorelli and members of the YMAP team over the winters 
of 2011-12 and 2012-13.  A new group under the heading of the Yearsley Mill Research 
Project (YMRP) was then formed and the renewed excavations were started in May 2014. 
Following the removal of the surface vegetation, which exposed the current ground surface 
and the extant wall lines, the planned strategy was initially to excavate three evaluation 
trenches over the anticipated major features of the site (Figs 8 and 9).  The trenches were 
subsequently extended to cover features of further interest or importance. 
 

 

Fig 7:  The topography and mixed woodland vegetation surrounding the site and the 

extant central wall line following the initial clearance procedures 

Each trench and its extended area were excavated and recorded contextually using standard 
archaeological practice.  Finds were identified and recorded according to their context 
number; they were cleaned, bagged, numbered and then entered onto the site database.  
Environmental samples were taken for analysis where appropriate.  Significant timbers were 
also recorded and removed for conservation.  Other suitable pieces of wood were sampled 
for dendrochronological dating, although the technique proved unsuccessful in this case, 
possibly due to the isolated position of the site with no comparable data available for the 
area.  A geophysical survey was also attempted for the site using magnetometry but this 
again proved unsuccessful due to the heavy vegetation cover and the dense root mat it 
produced.  No LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data is, as yet, available for the area. 
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Following the completion of the excavations, the stratigraphic character of the site was 
considered and was thought to have consisted of four different phases.  The earliest was the 
construction phase; the second concerned the working life of the mill; the third covered the 
mill’s demise and the subsequent reuse of the site; the fourth the demolition of the 
buildings and burial of the site during a landscaping process through to the current day. 
 
The excavations will be considered on a trench by trench basis starting with trench one (Tr. 
1) (Figs 8 and 9).  The stratigraphic sequences will be described in chronological order, 
starting with the earliest phases.  For the purpose of this study, cuts will be denoted in 
square brackets [ ] and all other layers, fills and features in round brackets ( ).  Context 
numbers 19 through to 29 were ascribed to a previous nearby excavation (Signiorelli 2012) 
and will not be considered here. 
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The aerial photograph above is taken from a 3D model of the mill site which has been 
prepared using orthophotography by Professor Dominic Powlesland, Director, Landscape 
Research Centre, Yedingham, North Yorkshire (www.landscaperesearchcentre.org).  The 
model allows the user to navigate around the site and to identify and record individual 
features with sub centimetre accuracy. 
  

Fig 10:  Aerial view of the completed 

excavations on the mill site 

http://www.landscaperesearchcentre.org/
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Trench 1 
 
Trench 1 measured 11.00m in length and 2.50m in width.  It extended north – south over the 
extant western wall foundation of the building and the western end of the cog pit and 
waterwheel pit (Fig 9).  The excavations here were a continuation of the work started by 
Signiorelli in 2012-13. 
 
The earliest feature appeared to be a deep cut made into the sandstone bedrock to 
accommodate the waterwheel, otherwise known as the wheel pit [101].  Within Tr. 1 the cut 
measured 2.50m in length, 0.85m in width and some 1.25 – 0.50m in depth.  This feature 
was not fully excavated as it was felt expedient to preserve the integrity of the wheel pit wall 
(32).  The wheel pit cut [101] had been extended for 2.0m both to the north [63] and south 
[91] at the western end of the wheel pit to accommodate substantial base timbers or sole 
plates, possibly to hold uprights for a building over the mill.  They may also have supported 
the wooden trough or launder that delivered the water onto the wheel and a bypass or 
spillway that diverted the water clear of the wheel when it was not in use.  Cut [63] also 
contained a series of well laid angular packing stones in a clay matrix that supported an 
extant upright wooden post, mortised into the sole plate (Fig 11). 
 
The rubble fill (83) of the northern post hole [63] contained only two sherds of Brandsby 
ware pottery dating to the late 13th to early 14th century.  The fill (90) of the southern post 
hole [91] contained fifteen sherds, thirteen of which dated from the late 12th to the 15th 
century, two others were of 17th to 18th century dates and may have been intrusive, perhaps 
incorporated by animal activity; moles for example were observed to be particularly active 
on the site throughout the excavations.  The earlier dates do perhaps give an indication of 
origins of the mill as it is unlikely that these limited fills have been brought in from 
elsewhere, although it is questionable that these would be the original fills, as the support 
timbers are likely to have been replaced on several occasions during the life of the mill. 
 

 

Fig 11:  Rock cut post hole with timber sole plate and upright post 

A further cut [43] had been chiselled out of the bedrock adjacent to the wheel pit on its 
southern side.  The cut measured 1.15m in length within Tr. 1 and was 1.10m in width and 
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0.45m deep.  This substantial cut was thought to be for the cog pit or the working area of 
the mill holding the hurst frame that would have supported the mill stones and the 
machinery necessary to drive them (Figs 12 and 13). 
 

 

Fig 12:  Overlay showing the position of the waterwheel, cog wheel, main axle and support 

timbers 

 

Fig 13:  Overlay showing the position of the hurst frame and millstones (prepared by John 

K Harrison and Peter Morgan) 
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At the time of the mill’s construction the bedrock (12) appears to have been exposed in the 
area around the cog pit and wheel pit, possibly to provide a solid access to the site.  The 
bedrock also formed the floor of the building and would have provided a firm working base 
for the activities taking place there. 
 
A small area, some 2.30m in length, 0.70m in width and 0.05 – 0.30m in depth was observed 
at the northern end of the trench; this was thought to be re-deposited natural subsoil (56), 
possibly placed here during the construction process for the wheel pit and cog pit.  No 
pottery was found within this context. 
 

A sub square cut [50], measuring 0.58 x 0.56 x 0.28m was 
uncovered towards the southern end of Tr. 1 (Fig 14).  It 
appeared to be a post hole but its function was unclear as it 
was some distance (4.50m) from the cog pit.  It is possible 
that it might have held a support timber for an earlier 
building that became redundant when the later structure 
was erected.  Five sherds of pottery were found within the 
fill (51) dating from the late 13th to the early 18th century, 
this was typical of the rubble fills found covering much of 
the site but it may suggest a later date for the wall (10) that 
was built over this feature. 
 

Fig 14:  Post hole [50] cut into the floor of the building 

The western end of the wall enclosing the wheel pit (32) was also exposed in Tr.1.  This was 
a substantial stone built structure, some 0.70m in width, 1.25 – 0.75m in height and 2.50m 
in length within the trench.  The stones were earth-bonded, a feature that was in common 
with the remainder of the buildings on the site.  The internal surfaces of the walls were quite 
regular and even but the external sides to the north and west were irregular and roughly 
faced.  The construction trench had been backfilled with stony rubble, (58) and (46) to 
support the walls at their base, the pottery contained within these fills was of interest in that 
24 of the 25 pieces from (58) and 53 of the 57 from (46) were of a 12th to 15th century date, 
the remainder were thought to be intrusive.  This again suggests an early date for the origins 
of the mill.   
 
The southern side of the wheel pit wall (32) also divided the wheel pit from the cog pit and 
was well faced on both sides.  It is likely that the wall was replaced or modified during the 
working life of the mill to accommodate changes in the size and design of the waterwheel, 
the structure here would therefore only represent the last in a succession of walls (see 
SECT.1). 
The same may be true of other walls exposed in Tr. 1.  The short length of wall (88) at the 
western end of the cog pit for example, measuring 1.40 x 0.75 x 0.96m, was built over a 
layer of stony rubble (90) filling the rock cut post hole [91].  A surprising amount of pottery 
was recovered from within the structure of the wall; 53 sherds in total, ranging in date from 
the late 13th to the early 18th century, suggesting again that this part of the wall may have 
been a later modification, perhaps being constructed after milling was abandoned (Figs 15 
and 16). 
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Fig 15:  Rock cut post hole [91] 
with base timber 
 
 
The rubble also contained well preserved stumps and roots of shrubs and small trees such as 
alder (alnus) and elder (sambucus) that appear to have flourished here after the mill had 
fallen out of use.  These wet land species were identified in environmental samples analysed 
by Durham University (see Specialist Reports).  They appear to have occupied this area for a 
short period before the wall (88) was built on top of them, thus sealing and preserving them 
in the wet, anaerobic conditions. 
 
The sediments covering the base of the cog pit (39) were also indicative of a period of 
inactivity in this area of the building following the demise of the mill.  A dark brownish black 
layer of peaty silt covered the bedrock to a depth of 0.45m, in a 1.15 x 1.10m area excavated 
within the trench.  This organic fill appears to have accumulated in the cog pit over several 
years before the structure was finally demolished.  A few large and medium sized cut stones 
were found within the deposit (39), possibly lost here when the walls were taken down.  The 
waterlogged conditions again helped the preservation of organic artefacts, particularly 
leather and wood (Fig 17) although other natural materials such as twigs and leaves of local 
species including birch (betula) and oak (quercus) were also present.  A total of 101 sherds of 
pottery were recovered from this context, ranging in date from the late 13th to the early 18th 
century, the majority (66%) were from the 17th-18th century, mostly Ryedale wares, which 
was consistent with the period the mill was thought to have gone out of use. 
 

Fig 16:  Western end of the waterwheel pit 
and cog pit showing the position of the 
two rock cut post holes [91] and [63] and 
the exposed bedrock surround 
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Fig 17:  Well preserved wood lying on the bed rock floor of the cog pit 

The bottom of the adjacent wheel pit contained similar waterlogged deposits to the cog pit 
but the primary fill (65) differed slightly in that it was a light grey silty sandy gravel layer, 
0.28m deep, containing some small stones.  This would suggest that it was laid down when 
water was still running through the pit, perhaps shortly before and shortly after the 
waterwheel stopped working.  The layer above; (62), measuring 0.85m in depth, was 
organic, dark brownish grey, peaty silt, more indicative of material laid down in stagnant 
water.  Preservation of wood was again excellent and the first indications of the remains of 
the waterwheel were uncovered in this part of the trench (Sect 1).  The pottery finds were 
similar to those from (39) in the cog pit and cross matching pieces from at least one vessel 
were found within both contexts, suggesting that they were both laid down around the 
same time.  The pottery from context (65) will be considered under Tr.3 as this deposit 
continued beyond the wheel pit and into the tail race.  
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The western cog pit wall (88) appeared to be a continuation of wall (2) forming the western 
end of the main building, the two walls only abutted each other and were not well keyed in, 
suggesting again that this wall (88) may have been a later modification to the redundant mill 
building.  Wall (2) was 4.0m in length, 0.78m in width and 0.73m in height.  A doorway (31), 
0.80m in width, was observed within the wall, leading into the bedrock floor of the interior 
of the building.  Well worn flagstones were laid in the entrance and two small post holes 
were observed towards the SW corner of the doorway, possibly to hold the hanging post for 
the door. 
 
Through the doorway an almost complete millstone (17) was uncovered, measuring 1.49m 
in diameter and 0.10m in depth.  Mill specialists John Harrison and Peter Morgan believed it 
to be an inverted top-stone made of Pennine millstone-grit; the custom made cut in the 
centre had been made to take the ‘rhynd’ or drive mechanism.  The stone was set into a 
recess [14] in the bedrock floor, using a mix of clayey soil and rubble (77) to level it and hold 
it in place, only one sherd of pottery was recovered from this material, a piece of gritty 
Brandsby ware dating from the late 13th to the early14th century, suggesting that the stone 
was laid down after this period.  It was thought that the millstone would have provided a 
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solid working surface for activities within the mill building (Fig 18).  The faint outline of a 
similar circular cut was observed in the bedrock to the east of [14] where a second millstone 
may have been in place but removed prior to the demolition process. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 18:  Millstone set into the bedrock floor 

A further wall (3) was also exposed at the southern end of Tr. 1.  It formed the south side of 
the main building and was keyed into wall (2) to form the SW corner.  A breach some 2.40m 
from this corner had been made through the wall to allow surface water from the slopes to 
the south and west to drain through the building via a small stream (13).  The breach was 
0.60m wide and 0.73m deep, extending down to the bedrock.  The stream appears to have 
originally run through a water channel along the southern wall of the building and then into 
Elder Slack; it seems to have been diverted through the building after the mill had fallen out 
of use, perhaps to serve some other industrial or domestic purpose.  A short section of wall 
(10), (2.80 x 0.40 x 0.10m) had been constructed to direct the water through the building, 
abutted wall (3) and covered the earlier post hole (50).  A gravelly silt (9) had built up on the 
bed of the stream over the bedrock, water still runs through this area to the present day.  Tr. 
1 had been extended 1.50m to the east in this area to fully expose these features.  Twenty-
nine sherds of pottery were retrieved from this stream bed all dating from the 17th to 18th 
century, again suggesting that it was a later feature of the site. 
 
In Tr. 1 all of the context layers lying over those already mentioned appear to have been 
associated with the demolition of the building and the subsequent landscaping process.  This 
appears to have involved the burial of any extant remains and the masking of the mill and its 
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surrounding area to create a romanticised ‘Wilderness’ within the Gilling Park, an aspect 
that still exists on maps today. 
 
In the southern part of the trench the most extensive deposit (16) was a layer of dark brown 
sandy silt, containing large, medium and small stone blocks and other building rubble.  The 
deposit measured 5.25m in length and 2.10m in width and was some 0.70m deep.  It 
covered the millstone and the bedrock floor in this part of the building, 183 sherds of 
pottery were recovered from it, 180 of which were of a 17th to 18th century date mostly of 
local Ryedale wares.  Similar material (30) covered the cog pit, the wheel pit and the 
exposed bed rock in the northern area of the trench (see Sect.1), these layers and the layers 
overlying them had extremely diffuse boundaries and possibly represented different loads of 
soil and rubble dumped on the site and then spread and mixed with the rubble already there 
during the levelling process.  A layer of yellowish brown sandy silt (15) with fewer stones lay 
over (30) in the wheel pit area and a layer of almost stone free, dark greyish brown sandy silt 
(11) covered that; 271 sherds were recovered from context (30), 212 from context (15) and 
179 from context (11).  The pottery was mostly from the 17th to 18th century but there was a 
significant amount of medieval material, 28-30%, in contexts (11) and (15).  This was thought 
to be residual and suggests that the dump that was the source of this material may have 
accumulated over several centuries. 
 
The top soil (1) overlying the whole of the site to a depth of 0.10 – 0.25m was a dark 
brownish black silty clay material containing a large amount of decaying organic matter or 
leaf-mould, typical of the mixed woodland area that the site occupied.  The layer appears to 
have built up naturally over the years since the landscaping was complete but still contained 
an abundance of pottery sherds, perhaps accumulated there due to bioturbation from the 
layers below; there were 1074 sherds found in the topsoil, ranging in date from the 12th to 
the early to mid 18th century.  There appeared to be a dearth of pottery from the 16th 
century, only four pieces possibly dated to this period. 
 

Trench 2 

The second evaluation trench (Tr. 2.) was placed over the central part of the larger mill 
building.  It extended north – south and originally measured 8.50m in length and 2.00m in 
width.  Work in this area began in May 2014 following the clearance of the scrub vegetation 
and the exposure of the wall lines of the building.  During the course of the excavations the 
trench was extended to the west (Tr.2A) and to the east (Tr.2B) to investigate other salient 
features (Fig 9).  The results of these investigations will be discussed below. 
 
The construction phase of the building in this area appears to have involved the total 
clearance of the soil overburden down to the bedrock (12).  Since the bedrock slopes 
irregularly downwards from south to north a levelling layer (47) of creamy yellow sandy clay 
has been spread over the site to provide a solid foundation platform for some of the walls.  
Walls (5), (6) and (7) have been constructed on top of this material, whereas walls (2), (3) 
and (4) are built directly onto the bedrock.  The walls are all stone built using sandstone and 
sandy limestone blocks possibly quarried locally, they are earth bonded and of a uniform 
width; 0.65 – 0.80m throughout.  The building appears to have been systematically 
demolished leaving only the base of the walls upstanding, to a height of some 0.70 – 0.75m 
above ground level.  Much of the stone has been removed for reuse elsewhere but some 
remains in the rubble used to bury the site following the demolition process.  The pottery 
recovered from the base layer (47) was of particular interest as it may give an indication of 
the construction date of this secondary building; 20 sherds were found in total dating from 
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the 12th to the 16th century.  Only one piece of Low Countries Red dated late 14th to late 16th 
century was found, which may have been intrusive, the majority was local Brandsby ware of 
a late 13th to early 15th century date, suggesting that this may be when construction in this 
area took place (Figs 44 and 46 in the Discussion and Conclusions section). 
 

Several other significant features were 
uncovered in Tr.2.  The first of these was in 
internal doorway (40), 0.76m in width, linking 
rooms in the east and west of the building.  The 
second was a hearth (41) measuring 2.35m in 
length and 1.00m in width, constructed on the 
western side of the central wall (7).  This 
impressive feature consisted of a series of 
stones laid flat to form a well worn surface that 
showed considerable signs of discolouration 
through burning.  At least two of the largest 
stones were pieces of reused millstones with the 
hand-cut grooves or harps still evident.  Two 
burnt stones were also set against the central 
wall to act as a fire back. 
 

 
Fig 19:  Recycled millstones forming the hearth 

 
Two post holes, 2.45m apart and 0.75m from the wall were found on the front corners of 
the hearth, they were thought to have held the fire front or possibly a spit.  They may also 
have supported a smoke hood as no evidence of a chimney was found within the wall.   
The fact that the millstone fragments were well worn would suggest that the mill had been 
in use for some time before the hearth was laid.  Further excavation also showed that there 
had been no previous hearths or fires below (41) and that it had been built directly onto the 
base layer (47), there was some discolouration of this sandy clay material possibly due to the 
heat from the fire above. 
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A possible oven or kiln (42) was uncovered adjacent to the hearth.  This feature was heavily 
truncated due to the demolition process but a series of burnt stones could be seen that 
appeared to have been built into the corner of walls (6) and (7).  It measured 1.25 x 1.10m 
and was 1.65m across the diagonal.  Its proximity to the fire place would suggest that a 
bread oven or a corn drying kiln would be its most likely function. 
 
Trench 2 extended south beyond wall (3) to cover what was originally thought to be a 
passage or pathway between the mill building and a second possible structure associated 
with wall(4).  Excavation showed that the bedrock between the two walls had been water-
worn and the feature was more likely to have been a water channel taking drainage water 
from the slope to the south and west of the building, prior to it having been redirected 
through the building via the breach in wall (3).  The dark brownish grey silty clay matrix of 
fills (37) and (44) excavated over this water channel both contained abundant small medium 
and large stones, typical of the rubble fills found elsewhere on the site; the pottery 
assemblage was also similar amounting to 43 sherds in total dating from the 13th to the early 
18th century with the majority being local Ryedale wares. 
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Sect 2:  West facing elevation of the central wall 
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The bedrock was also exposed to the south of wall (4).  The silty clay fill (45) extended 0.95m 
down to the bedrock in this area, which suggests that the bedrock had been exposed but 
there was no indication of its function.  It may have been an animal enclosure, a storage 
area or a stack yard.  Pottery finds were similar to those of the other rubble fills. 
Trench 2 was extended in a 2.0 x 1.0m trench, Tr.2A, to the west of the central wall (5).  This 
was excavated as a small sondage through the oven / kiln, hearth and floor areas to 
investigate the possible existence of earlier features beneath.  No such features were found 
but the underlying floor base material (47) was shown to continue down to the bedrock. 

 

Trench 2 was also extended 5.50m to the east as Tr.2B, the objective was to investigate the 
eastern end of the building and the area beyond wall (5) (Sect 3).  A water channel (95) was 
observed some 2.0m east of the wall (5), the channel was cut into the bedrock and 
contained a primary fill of greyish brown sandy gravelly silt.  This feature was thought to be a 
continuation of the channel found in Tr.2 south of wall (3) and was thought to have taken 
the surface water from the slope above the mill into the stream in Elder Slack.  Of the 64 
sherds of pottery found within this context the vast majority; 58, were 13th – 14th century 
Brandsby wares, with only two pieces from the 17th – 18th century, suggesting that this 
deposit may have built up throughout the early life of the mill. 
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The bedrock had been exposed again between the water channel and the building, perhaps 
to provide a pathway around the building.  A deposit of compact sandy silty clay (97) was 
also observed in this area that appeared to continue under wall (5) and merge with (47), the 
foundation material used as a base for the remainder of the building.  The pottery from this 
context was exclusively Brandsby ware, 17 sherds were recovered dating from the late 13th – 
early 14th century, this may provide a good indication of the construction date of the 
building as this was a secure context.  The same compacted soil may also have formed the 
floor of the eastern end of the building as no flagstones or other flooring materials were 
found in this area, although it is possible that they may have been removed during the 
demolition process. 
 
No pottery was recovered from context (94) but a similar layer of stony rubble (96) lying 
over it contained 17 sherds of mostly late 12th – 15th century types, with only one piece of, 
possibly intrusive, salt glazed stoneware present from the mid 18th century.  The uppermost 
layer (78), under the topsoil, was dark brown sandy silt, containing abundant mixed stone 
rubble, more consistent with the other rubbles used to cover the site.  The pottery was also 
more varied, 158 sherds were recovered in total ranging in date from late 12th – early 18th 
century.  Trench 2B also exposed a similar layer of rubble (36) that lay within the eastern 
end of the building, 154 sherds were recovered from this context with the same date range 
as (78) but what is perhaps more notable is the high proportion of medieval material found 
in both layers; 69% in (78) and 77% in (36).  This would suggest again that the rubble used to 
bury the site had accumulated over a great period of time. 
 
The interior section of the building between trenches 1and 2 was fully excavated to reveal 
the extent of the flagstone floor (54), first exposed on the western edge of Tr. 2 as a 
continuation of the hearth (Fig 20).  The floor extended 4.50m to the west of the central wall 
and covered the full width of the building, some 4.30m.  The stones were well laid and 
provided a solid, if slightly uneven, floor for what was thought to be the occupational area of 
the building.  A line of six small irregular post holes was observed running N – S at the 

western end of the flagstone 
floor.  These may have held 
upright timbers for an internal 
dividing wall, possibly 
partitioning off the domestic 
side from the working area of 
the building. 
 
 
Fig 20:  The interior of the 

building showing the flagstone 

floor, the hearth, the oven/kiln, 

the doorway and a line of small 

post holes 

The rubble layers covering the flagstone floor; (34), (35) and (38) consisted of small medium 
and large angular stones in a dark brownish grey, silty clay matrix, similar to the rubble 
layers elsewhere on the site.  The pottery they contained was also of similar date range; 12 th 
– 18th century, with the same high proportion (≥ 50%) of medieval material. 
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Trench 3 

Trench 3 measured 13.0m in length and was 2.0m wide.  It was orientated W – E and placed 
at 90o to Tr. 1 in order to further investigate the wheel pit area.  The trench was later 
extended to Tr. 3 A, B, C, D and E to cover suspected features of additional interest. 
 
As in Tr. 1 the sandstone bedrock appears to have been exposed throughout the length of 
the trench apart from the extreme western end where the natural yellowish brown silty clay 
sub soil (60) still appears to be in place, extending for 2.85m in this area. 
 
The bedrock has been meticulously chiselled out to form the pit for the waterwheel (101).  
Small terraces 0.75m in width have been cut into each side for the retaining walls (32) to be 
built onto.  These walls would also have provided support for timbers holding the main axle.  
The waterwheel pit continues through to form the tail race, which is a channel cut into the 
bedrock to direct the water back into the stream, after it has driven the waterwheel. 
 
No channel or leat was observed at the western end of the wheel pit which would suggest 
that the wheel had not been ‘undershot’, that is, driven by water entering the pit from 
below.  A large post hole [99] measuring 0.60 x 0.50 x 0.60m was uncovered, dug into the 
bedrock some 1.50m from the western end of the wheel pit (Fig 21).  It may have held a 

support post for a wooden trough or ‘launder’ that 
would have directed the water from the mill pond 
onto the top of the wheel, thus making it ‘overshot’.  
The support post held in this post hole [99] may have 
worked in conjunction with posts in the post holes [63] 
and [91] to support the launder.  The pale orangey 
brown silty sandy fill of the post hole (98) also 
contained a large quantity of heavily corroded iron 
work.  The pieces were unidentified but may have 
belonged to a sluice mechanism that operated at this 
point to divert the water back into the stream when 
the wheel was not in use.  The outline of the post hole 
was also irregular but smooth and appeared to be 
water-worn, suggesting that it may have been scoured 
by water spilling from above during the working life of 
the mill. 

 
Fig 21:  Post hole at the western end of the waterwheel pit 

Only one piece of pottery was recovered from the fill of this post hole; a sherd of York glazed 
ware dating from the late 12th to early 13th century; a date that may be indicative of the 
construction phase of the mill. 
 
The full extent of the wheel pit was uncovered in Tr.3 (Fig 22).  It measured 5.65m in length, 
1.80m in width externally, 0.75m internally and was 1.24 – 1.35m deep, sloping from west to 
east.  The stone walls forming the pit had been heavily truncated during the demolition 
process but the internal surfaces were still quite even and well presented.  The external side 
to the north however was more irregular and simply abutted the rubble (46) that backfilled 
the construction trench [101]. 
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The water channel from the wheel pit 
continued for a further 1.90m in Tr. 1 as 
the tail race but originally would have 
extended an additional 9.0m to return 
the water to the stream in Elder Slack.  At 
the eastern end of Tr. 3 the channel was 
cut 1.38m deep into the bedrock, it was 
0.58m wide at the base and 2.13m wide 
at the top, which was thought to be the 
original ground surface.  This represents a 
considerable amount of labour used in 
the construction process. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 22:  The full extent of the wheel pit 

and the first indication of the 

waterwheel and other associated 

timbers 

The Yearsley water mill appears to have been in use for several centuries, during which time 
many modifications and improvements may have taken place.  Some of the structures and 
artefacts uncovered by the current excavations may, therefore, only represent the final 
features of the mill.  The remains of the waterwheel found within the wheel pit are 
indicative of this process, they represent the last in a succession of wheels used to turn the 
mill stones.  Approximately 20% of the wheel was recovered for conservation.  The section 
remaining measured 2.64m in length, 0.35m in width and was 0.32m deep.  An extrapolation 
of the curvature of the side boards or ‘felloes’ produced an external diameter of 4.50m or 
14’ 9’’ for the wheel.  The construction of the buckets within the wheel confirmed that it was 
an ‘overshot’ design and the remains of a spar some 0.98m in length, still jointed into the 
rim, may have been one of four used to fix the wheel to the axle (Figs 22, 23, 24 &25).
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Fig 23:  North and South facing elevations of the remains of the remains of the waterwheel 
within the wheel pit 
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Figs 24 and 25:  The remains of the waterwheel after excavation 

The remains of the waterwheel were partly held within a layer of light grey silty gravel (65), 
indicative of running water sluicing through the wheel pit around the time of the mill’s 
demise.  This deposit was 0.20 – 0.25m thick, 0.60m wide and continued for at least 7.0m 
through the wheel pit and into the tail race.  A total of 223 sherds of pottery were recovered 
from this context ranging in date from the late 13th to the 18th century; over 66% of these 
were 17th – 18th century local Ryedale wares.  The pottery was found in conjunction with 
other artefacts such as leather, wood, nails, brass pins and animal bone suggesting that this 
area may have been used as a rubbish dump after the mill had gone out of use.  Above this 
primary deposit (65) was a saturated layer of dark brownish grey peaty silt (62) that held the 
remainder of the wheel; 41 sherds were recovered from this context, again dating from the 
late 13th to the 18th century, some cross matching with pieces from a similar context (39) in 
the adjoining cog pit. 
 
Beyond the waterwheel, above the basal deposit (65) but still within the wheel pit was a 
further layer of dark brownish grey peaty silt (52).  This waterlogged material also provided 
ideal anaerobic conditions for the preservation of artefacts such as leather and wood, 
including additional timbers from the waterwheel.  The layer was 0.82m deep, 0.60m wide 
and 1.7m in length; it contained a further 131 sherds of pottery dating from the late 13th to 
the early 18th century but in this context over 88% were of the later 17th -18th century types, 
including good examples of flanged dishes, large handled jars, jugs, bowls and an almost 
complete pipkin.   
 
A layer of similar peaty silt (53) extended for a further 2.0m into the tail race (Sect 4), this 
deposit contained well preserved pieces of wood, some of which were planks (76) and 
beams possibly associated with other structures within the mill.  It also contained a lens of 
fibrous organic matter, samples of which were taken for environmental analysis by Durham 
University (see Specialist Report) and this was thought to be a build up of partially 
decomposed organic matter, accumulated over several years from natural wetland 
vegetation and ruderal weeds growing here after the mill had fallen out of use.  The whole 
layer (53) was then sealed and preserved by the rubble and soil dumped over it.  Pottery was 
again plentiful with 191 sherds recovered from this context, the dates ranged from the late 
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13th to the early 18th century but in this area the predominant types were Brandsby wares 
from the 13th and 14th century (51%), 41 sherds of late 14th to early 15th century Hambleton 
wares were also present, the largest amount for any of the contexts, perhaps reflecting the 
rubbish dumped here after the demise of the mill. 

 

At the western end of Tr. 3, 1.25m from the wheel pit, a terrace appears to have been cut 
into the bedrock to accommodate the foundations of a wall (74).  This linear feature runs N-
S for at least 3.50m, it is 1.10m in width but is only 0.70m deep.  This is possibly an early 
feature acting as a boundary or enclosure wall for the mill, it may even have served as a 
support wall for the launder that would have crossed over it around this point.  The base 
material is solid orangey brown sandy gravelly clay that provides a stable footing for the well 
laid stone wall base, only eight sherds of pottery were recovered from this material, seven of 
which were late 13th to early 14th century Brandsby wares, which may help to date this 
feature, the other was a piece of 16th century Cistercian ware that may have been intrusive.  
The wall (74) appears to have a firmer foundation than other, possibly later, walls on the 
site.  It appears to have been demolished and rebuilt later on a slightly different alignment 
(68), this replacement structure had a much broader base and exhibited a cruder 
construction technique particularly at the northern end where it formed more of an 
embankment(55), topped with large irregular stones rather than conventional walling 
material.  No pottery was found in the wall (68) but 62 sherds were retrieved from the 
embankment, 59 of these were of a 16th to early 18th century date, mostly Hambleton and 
Ryedale wares, the remaining three pieces were 13th to 16th century and may have been 
residual. 
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To the west of the embankment wall (55) layers of soil and rubble (61) and (57) have been 
dumped to fill the space behind the wall and a layer of finer light greyish brown sandy silty 
clay (48) has been laid over this as a levelling layer.  The top soil (1) has formed above this.  
Pottery recovered from these contexts included 9 sherds from (61), 57 from (57) and 84 
from (48), dates ranged from the 12th to the early 18th century with a predominance of local 
Ryedale types, typical of the rubble layers dumped in this part of the site. 
 
A similar sequence of stony rubble fills (18), (58) and (59) were observed to the east of the 
embankment.  These were again thought to represent deposits used to cover the site, 
although a layer (72), laid directly onto the bedrock floor, appeared to support a crude 
flagstone pathway (69) leading towards the mill entrance (31).  This may have been a 
temporary feature in use around the time of the mill’s demise.  The pottery from this 
context (72) was of particular interest in that 87 sherds were recovered, 80 of which were 
12th to 15th century in date and only 7 from the 17th to early 18th century, suggest that the 
rubble used for this fill was from a different source or perhaps from a different part of the 
dump. 
 
Contexts (30), (15) and (11) were an extension of layers of soil and rubble previously 
described in Tr. 1, they extended eastwards in Tr. 3, covering the area over and around the 
wheel pit.  The layers became thinner and appeared to merge above the tail race.  They 
were again covered by the consistent topsoil layer (1). 
 

Trench 3A 
 
To investigate some of the features uncovered during the earlier excavations Tr.3 was 
extended 2.50m to the south as Tr. 3A, it was 2.0m wide and joined with Tr.1 to the east.  A 
large tree prevented further extension but the doorway (31) into the mill building was 

shown to continue 
westwards as an access 
path (67), formed by a 
series of large flag 
stones laid over the 
bedrock.  A more 
temporary pathway 
with smaller, irregularly 
placed, flagstones (69) 
extended north from 
the doorway towards 
the wheel pit (Fig 26) it 
was 0.80m wide and 
3.0m in length.  It was 
laid on a bed of stony 
rubble (72) that 
extended down to the 
bedrock. 

Fig 26:  The mill entrance and access paths 

A wall (68), 1.40m long and 0.90m wide extended northwards from the entrance path (67).  
It appeared to have been truncated to a height of 0.75m during the demolition process but 
the southern terminus was well faced as were the sides but at the northern end it appeared 
to join with the more roughly constructed embankment wall (55).  The foundations of an 
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earlier wall (74) also appeared to run under this wall (68) but its full extent was not 
established (Sect 5). 
 
Layers of rubble and soil (59) and (18) were again shown to cover the earlier features in Tr. 
3A and the uppermost layer of top soil (1) covered these.  Unexpectedly large amounts of 
pottery were found with these rubble layers; 111 sherds in (59) and 1953 in (18).the dates 
ranged from the 12th to the early 18th century; over 90% of the sherds from context (18) 
were local Ryedale wares from the 17th to early 18th century, whereas only 53% were from 
this period in context (59), this may be a reflection of the mixed nature of the rubble dump 
that was the source of the landscaping material and its longevity. 
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Trench 3B 

Tr.3B was 2.0m in width and extended 2.0m to the north of Tr.3, adjoining Tr. 1 to the east 
(Fig 27).  The bedrock had again been exposed in this area and appeared to have been 
terraced to form the base of the embankment wall (55) which extended beyond the 
northern end of the trench.  Interestingly the embankment is on the same alignment as the 
deer park boundary that continues over the stream to the north it may have been a 
continuation of this significant feature. 
 
The exposed bedrock extended around the end of the wheel pit to the northern side of the 
site and would have provided good access during the construction and the operational 
phases of the mill’s life. 
 

The same layers of soil and 
rubble (59) and (18) 
excavated in Tr. 3A had again 
been dumped and spread to 
bury the site and the top soil 
had developed over that. 
 

 

Fig 27:  The large stones of 

the embankment with the 

soil and rubble layers in the 

foreground used to bury the 

site 

 

Trench 3C 
 
Tr. 3C joined Tr. 3 with Tr. 1 and uncovered the unexcavated area of the building to the 
south of Tr.1.  It measured 2.50m in length and 2.0m in width and also exposed the full 
extent of the cog pit. 
 
The bedrock in this area appears to have been fully exposed and effectively utilised for 
various construction purposes.  A shallow cut [84] for example, measuring 1.25m in length, 
0.45m in width and 0.15 – 0.20m in depth, appears to form a wall foundation trench (Fig 28).  
This wall trench corresponds with four other trench cuts; [93], [63],[79] and [91] that may 
have formed the corner supports for an early building covering the wheel pit and cog pit 
areas. 
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Figs 28 and 29:  Bedrock of the cog pit area exposed to show cuts [84] and [87] 

A larger, linear cut [87] also extends for 3.40m along the southern edge of the cog pit.  It is 
0.40 – 0.20m wide and 0.15 – 0.10m deep and may have provided a solid base for a support 
timber for the ‘hurst’ or wooden structure supporting the millstones and the associated 
machinery that would have operated in this area (Fig 29).  Other, more rectangular or sub 
circular cuts [79], [70] and [86], found in the cog pit area may also have held support timbers 
for the hurst, their number and placement may also suggest that modifications had been 
made to the milling machinery throughout the life of the mill. 
 
The full extent of the cog pit [43] was also uncovered during this period of the excavation; it 
measured 3.35m in length, 1.10m in width and 0.45m in depth, with a flat floor of 2.50 x 
0.90m towards the western end.  The fill (70) of the rock cut post hole [71] is also of interest 
within this area ; it was made up of a creamy yellow sandy clay material, similar to that used 
to form the floor of the adjacent building (47). The fill was used to level the surface of the 
cog pit floor possibly after a timber support post had been removed during one of the 
modifications, unfortunately no pottery was found within this context to help date it. 
 
A layer of dark brownish black peaty silt (39), 0.45m deep had built up over the cog pit floor, 
a continuation of that in Tr.1.  Discarded timbers and other organic materials were again 
well preserved in the waterlogged conditions.  One of these was of particular importance as 
it made up a significant part of the cog wheel, used to drive the mill stones, it measured 
0.92m in length, 0.18m in width and 0.18m in depth.  It was pierced through to take the sub 
rectangular cog shafts measuring 40 x 30mm at intervals of 80mm apart.  The felloes of the 
cog wheel were lap jointed together using wooden pegs 20mm in diameter to hold them in 
place (Fig 30).  This item has been taken with the remains of the waterwheel for 
conservation by York Archaeological Trust. 
 

[84] 

[87] 
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Fig 30:  The remains of the cog wheel 

The layers above (39), sealing and preserving the finds and features in place, all appeared to 
be from the differing loads of soil and rubble used to bury the site.  Layers (30), (15) and (11) 
were a continuation of those in Tr. 1 and 3 but (66) at the eastern end of the trench, 
appeared to contain a higher proportion of stone from the demolition of the building and 
(76) was a collection of scrap wooden planks possibly from the same source.  The top soil 
again covered all of these lower layers.  Fifty sherds of pottery were recovered from context 
(66), similar in composition to that from some of the other rubble layers in that 
approximately 20% came from the 13th to 14th century, only 5% from the 14th to 15th century 
and the remaining 25% from the 17th to early 18th century, with a dearth from the 16th 
century, suggesting that there may have been pause in activity at the mill during the late 14th 
to mid 16th century period.  This aspect will be discussed in greater detail in the Discussion 
and Conclusions Section. 
 

Trench 3D 
 
Tr. 3D measured 3.50 x 1.25m and was excavated on the northern side of Tr.3 adjoining Tr. 1 
to the west.  The objective of this trench was to investigate the construction of the wheel pit 
and to uncover any other features associated with the mill. 
 
As in the other excavated areas the bed rock had been cleared and full advantage taken of 
its stability to provide a solid building foundation.  A substantial post hole [93] had been cut 
at the eastern end of the trench, it measured 1.0m in length, 0.95m in width and was 0.95 – 
0.40m deep.  The trench was extended a further 1.0 x 0.35m to the north to fully investigate 
this feature as it was thought to be one of the four post holes, [79], [63], [91] associated 
with an early mill building.  A substantial timber sole plate was uncovered at the base of the 
post hole measuring 1.30 x 0.40 x 0.20m.  A large eroded mortise hole was cut into the 
timber some 0.60m from its northern end, this would have held the tenon of an upright post 
similar to that observed in post hole [63].  The timber was extremely fragile and decayed 
and was therefore left in place.  It appeared too small for its post hole and had a great 
amount of packing material (92) around it, this material was a dark grey sandy, silty matrix 
containing small, medium and large stones, the largest of which held the timber in place.  
The timber was also observed to continue under the wheel pit wall (32) and was assumed to 
predate it (Fig 31).  The pottery found within the fill (92) was also some of the earliest found 
on the site, two sherds of Splash Glazed generic material were dated from the 12th century, 
four more were Beverly or York Glazed wares form the late 12th to early 13th centuries and 
the majority of the remainder were local Brandsby wares from the late 13th to early 14th 
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centuries.  These dates may give an indication of the early life of the mill as the context was 
sealed by the wall packing rubble (46) above it. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig 31:  Rock cut post hole [93] with sole 
plate timber running under the wheel pit 
wall 
 

A shallower cut [100] measuring 0.45 x 0.30 x 0.25 – 0.10m was also excavated towards the 
north centre of the wheel pit.  The cut appeared to be directly opposite to cut [70] on the 
southern side of the wheel pit and may have held an axle support, although the main weight 
of the axle and the waterwheel would have been taken on heavy timbers resting on the 
wheel pit wall.  The cut [70] appears to run under the wheel pit wall and may predate it, 
again suggesting that changes have been made during the life of the mill. 
 
The wheel pit wall itself (32) was evenly faced on the internal surface but roughly finished on 
the northern external side where it was unseen.  The foundation trench [101] had been back 
filled in this area behind the wall with coarse stone rubble in a creamy yellow sandy clay 
matrix (46). 
 
The soil and rubble layers (30), (15), (11) and (1) were a continuation of those over the 
wheel pit in Tr.1 and 3. 
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Trench 3E 

Tr. 3E was excavated as a test pit 1.65m east and 0.85m north of Tr.3.  It measured 1.0 x 
1.50m and was 0.82 – 0.49m deep down to the sloping bedrock (Fig 32). 
 
The context profile was considerably different in this area when compared with the 
remainder of the site, possibly because it was located on a bank well above the level of the 
wheel pit and had not been affected by the demolition and landscaping processes. 
 
The deposit immediately over the bedrock (82) was light orangey brown silty sand.  It was 
0.25 – 0.30m in depth and was thought to be re-deposited subsoil possibly laid down here 
during the construction of the mill.  It was shown to be an archaeological deposit as several 
large molar teeth were found at the interface with the bedrock, possibly from a cow or 
horse.  Twelve sherds of early pottery were also retrieved from this level; one of York Glazed 
ware dated from the late 12th to early 13th century and nine of Brandsby Gritty ware from 
the late 13th to early 14th century.  Two other unidentified pieces were found and thought to 
be medieval.  This again suggests a 12th to 13th century date for the construction of the mill. 
 

The upper layer (73) was yellowish orange 
sandy gravelly clay containing small and 
medium sized stones.  Because the material 
occurred above the tail race, it was thought to 
be the result of repeated clearing of the race 
as it silted up with the debris washed down 
from the mill pond.  It contained 193 sherds of 
pottery, a large amount considering the size of 
the test pit (1.0 x 1.5m), they varied in date 
from the 12th to the 18th centuries.  Many were 
small and abraded pieces possibly indicating 
their movement in water.  Although the dates 
for the pottery were spread over the 600 years 
period there appeared to be a hiatus for a 
period between the 14th - 16th century, 
suggesting that the mill may have fallen out of 
use for some time or perhaps there was less 
local domestic activity to create the breakages. 
 
 

Fig 32:  Test pit cut into the bank north of the tail race 

The top soil (1) covering the test pit was similar to that covering the remainder of the site. 
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Trench 4 

Tr.4 was a test pit placed at the SE corner of the site, it measured 2.50m in length, 1.60m in 
width and was 1.15 – 0.30m deep down to the bedrock (Fig 33).  The trench was positioned 
here to examine the possibility of an extension of the eastern wall of the building (5), it may 
have formed the wall of an additional building.  No evidence of a wall was found but the 
bedrock had been cleared and exposed, perhaps to create a yard or storage area. 
 
The deposit immediately over the bedrock (64), 0.10 -0.20m in depth, was mid brown sandy 
silty clay, containing occasional small and medium stones that may have been an early 
deposit covering the suspected yard area, 11 sherds of pottery were found within this 
context all dating between the late 12th to the 15th century again supporting the theory that 
this may have been an exterior working area adjacent to the mill.  The layer of soil and 
rubble (45) that lay over the base deposit (64) was thought to be a continuation of the 
material found in the southern end of Tr.2, the two were therefore combined under the 

same context number.  They provided 
a surprising large amount of pottery 
finds, 285 sherds in total, ranging in 
date from the 12th to the early 18th 
century again with a hiatus around 
the 16th century from when only one 
piece of Cistercian ware and two 
pieces of Yellow Glazed Earthenware 
were found.  The majority of the 
sherds, approximately 68%, were of a 
local Ryedale type dated from the mid 
17th to early 18th century, this is 
typical of much of the rubble used to 
bury the mill and suggests a source 
close to site. 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 33:  Test pit at the SE corner of 

the mill building, the soil and rubble 

layer under the topsoil 

The observation that the rubble extends south beyond the mill is also of importance in that 
it suggests the site is larger than first anticipated, the full extent of the rubble layer was not 
determined and may provide grounds for further excavations in the future. 
 
The topsoil (1) was again similar to that over the remainder of the site. 
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POST EXCAVATION 

The land on which the mill is situated is owned by the Ampleforth Abbey Estate.  It is leased 
by the Forestry Commission (FC) on a long term tenancy agreement and it is they who have 
been responsible for the management of the site and its subsequent care and maintenance. 
 
Following the completion of the excavations the more vulnerable features including the 
wheel pit, the cog pit, the floor of the building and the millstone, were covered with a 
permeable plastic membrane.  The site was then mechanically backfilled and landscaped 
first using a layer of protective crushed limestone and then the excavated soil and rubble 
from the spoil heaps.  Some of the more prominent wall lines were left extant to help locate 
the site in the future (Fig 34) and also a number of the millstone fragments and the 
unworked flints were also reburied on the site (GR: SE 58883 76027). 
 

 

Fig 34:  Restoration of the site 

An exhibition telling the story of the site and of the YMRP in general is being held at the 
Forestry Commission’s Dalby Forest Field Centre near Pickering in North Yorkshire.  Finds 
from the site are also on display there.  The FC are also making arrangements for the 
conservation of the wooden artefacts including the remains of the waterwheel and cog 
wheel and for the long term storage and preservation of the other finds.  The pottery, which 
is of particular importance, may be preserved as a reference collection for future projects. 
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FINDS 

The finds were recorded on HanDBase then transferred to a spreadsheet entitled YMRP Final 
Finds List. 
 

Ceramics 
 
The ceramics from the site included pottery, clay pipe, tile, brick and drain tile.  By far the 
greatest proportion of the ceramic finds was made up of pottery and the combined 
assemblage from both excavations was submitted to York Archaeological Trust for analysis 
as it was felt that this would provide a more comprehensive picture of the site.  The earlier 
assessment was carried out by Jane Young as part of the Lottery Funded ‘Lime and Ice 
Project’ (Young, 2013).  The final assessment was completed by Anne Jenner and members 
of the YAT volunteers group:  a short summary of their report is presented below together 
with notes on the other ceramic types but the full details of their findings are contained in 
the ‘Yearsley Mill Pottery Assessment’ (Jenner, 2018). 
 

Pottery 

The pottery recovered from the mill site has provided invaluable information not only to 
help date the site but to provide an insight into the people who used it and possibly those 
who made it.  In excess of 6,600 sherds were recovered, the earliest of which dated to the 
12th century, the latest to the early 18th century. 
 
The most common forms were jars, jugs and bowls, locally made for domestic use.  Brandsby 
wares made up the majority of the medieval types whereas Ryedale wares predominated in 
the 17th to 18th period, possibly made by John Wedgwood and his family who were known to 
have potted in Yearsley around this time. 
 
The size and significance of the assemblage has lead to an increasing regard for its 
importance to the area, not only an interest in who made the pottery and when but who 
used it and how was it distributed.  A much larger project; ‘Pursuing Potters of the Past’ is 
being considered to address these issues (Jenner, 2018). 
 
Clay Pipe 

A total of 86 pieces of clay tobacco pipe were recovered from the site.  They were found 
throughout 27 different contexts but mainly came from the rubble layers, used to cover the 
area after the demolition of the building.  Of the 86 pieces, 12 were bowls or bowl 
fragments, the remainder were from pipe stems. 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Fig 35:  Pipe Bowls 
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Tobacco gradually came into general use following its importation from the Spanish 
American colonies in the 1580s.  Some of the small, bulbous, acorn shaped bowls found on 
the site appear to be from this early period.  They gradually became slightly larger with 
straighter sides as tobacco became more freely available throughout the 1600’s and into the 
early 18th century.  Pipes were cheap and expendable, possible only for single use in some 
cases, hence their ubiquitous presence on sites of this era.  None of the examples here 
appear to post date the early 18th century period, after which pipes became more 
decorative, with makers stamp marks and even larger bowls and stems (Shopland, 2005, 
192-4).  This would appear to confirm that there was little activity around the site following 
its probable demise in the early to mid 1700s. 
 

Tile 
 
The roof of the mill building appears to have been removed as part of the demolition 
process, prior to the site being levelled and covered over.  It is difficult, therefore, to 
establish whether it had been thatched or tiled.  Seventy six fragments of tile were 
recovered, mostly from the upper rubble layers.  The tiles appear flat, approximately 15-
20mm thick and dark reddish brown in colour.  Three pieces had peg holes, one piece had a 
nib attached and one piece had a partial covering of green/black glaze.  It is interesting to 
note that 28 of the pieces (37%) were found in contexts close to the possible kiln or oven 
and may have been associated with this feature rather than the roof.  It is also possible that 
they had all been brought in with rubble from elsewhere. 
 

Brick 
 
A large amount of brick pieces and brick rubble has been found throughout the site, they 
have not been recorded individually but they have been collected and weighed en masse.  
The total weight was 129.kgs, with an individual brick weighing some 2.5kgs, the equivalent 
of 52 bricks were excavated from the site.  The few whole bricks recovered were irregular in 
size but generally measured around 230x110x60mm.  They had rough, uneven surfaces with 
no deliberate indentations or ‘frogging’.  Since brick sizes were standardised in the mid 18th 
century and depressions for mortar became more common, these bricks would appear to 
pre date that era (Shopland 2005, 144-5).  No whole bricks were found within the remaining 
walls of the building but some of the fragments were found within the soil bonding the 
stones together.  It is possible that the bricks may have been used for repair purposes in the 
now demolished parts of the building, or they may just form part of the imported rubble. 
 

Drain tile 
 
A concentration of drain tiles and drain tile fragments were found within and above the 
topsoil in the western area of the mill building.  They appeared to be of a 19th century design 
and were possibly associated with agricultural land improvement projects in the area well 
after the mill had gone out of use. 
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Glass 

A considerable amount of glass shards were also found in the rubble layers covering the site.  
They were found in 24 contexts and could be considered in two distinct categories - bottle 
glass and window glass   
 

Bottle Glass 
 
The bottle glass was mostly dark green in colour (‘bottle green’), although the range was 
from light green to almost brown and black.  262 pieces were recovered in total, some had 
become opalescent and had crazed and flaked with age.  The size of the pieces varied from 
2-3cm up to 12-13cm, with the larger pieces usually associated with the necks and bases of 
the vessels; these were also thicker (up to 10mm) and more robust than the body shards so 
they remained more intact in the rubble.  The majority of pieces appeared quite fresh and 
sharp which suggests that they had not been moved around a great deal after deposition; 
occasional pieces also appeared quite fine (2-3mm) and may have come from drinking 
vessels rather than bottles. Two pieces of blue glass were also recovered from the rubble, 
one a small ball that may have been part of an ornament. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 36:  ‘Onion’ bottle 

Sufficient pieces had been recovered from a previous excavation on the site (Signiorelli 
2012) to partially reconstruct a bottle, of an ‘onion’ type (Fig 36).  Together with the 
diagnostic stringing features around the necks and the pontil marks on the base of shards 
from the current excavation, it has been possible to date the bottles to a period between 
the 1660s and the 1720s (Shopland 2005, 146-7).  It is likely that the site fell out of use after 
this date as no later examples have been found. 
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Window Glass 
 
A total of 118 pieces of flat window glass were recovered from 24 different contexts, mostly 
from the rubble layers covering the site.  The glass was clear, although slightly clouded in 
many instances, possibly due to its deterioration and the ageing process in the soil.  The 
pieces were generally small in size, around 15 x 30mm and they were very thin, only 2-3mm 
in thickness.  This would indicate that the glass had been produced using the ‘crown process’ 
in which the molten glass is blown into a globe or ‘crown’ then transferred to a ‘punty’, 
reheated and then spun to form a flat disc.  The spinning is continued using the centrifugal 
force to extend the disc into a large flat circle, sometimes up to 1.8m in diameter.  Skilful 
handling could produce extremely thin glass particularly towards the edge of the disc and it 
was then cut into rectangles or diamond shapes for windows.  The process also leaves a 
circular ‘bulls eye’ piece in the centre of the disc, a feature which is common to many post 
medieval windows; none were observed here but five lead ‘came’ fragments were recovered 
from the site, these may have been used to mount the glass in the window frames.  
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crown_glass_(window)) 
 
Up to the last quarter of the 17th century, window glass was regarded as a luxury product; it 
was mostly imported from France and its use was restricted to higher status buildings.  After 
the Civil War, however, home production restarted and expanded rapidly, eventually making 
glass for windows cheaper and more readily available.  It is possible therefore, that the 
building adjacent to the mill was glazed, increasing the likelihood that it was constructed, or 
reconstructed after the mill had gone out of use around the 1720s.  The windows might then 
have been removed during the demolition process, with some minor breakages, which may 
then account for the relatively small quantity of window glass found on the site. 
 

LEATHER 

   Fig 37:  Shoe or boot leather 

Conditions for the preservation of leather appear to have been very favourable in certain 
areas of the mill site.  Fifty pieces were recovered in total, with 43 of these found in context 
39, a waterlogged deposit at the bottom of the cog pit. The ‘anaerobic’ or low oxygen 
conditions that prevailed here have prevented the bacterial decay that would normally have 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crown_glass_(window)
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broken down the leather and any other organic artefacts that may have been present.  Six 
other pieces of leather were found in similar waterlogged conditions in the wheel pit and tail 
race areas.  A single piece was also found in the top soil. 
 
The majority of the leather appeared to have come from boots or shoes that had been in a 
poor state of repair before they were thrown into the cog pit or wheel pit.  They were of a 
utilitarian design for ever day practical use, perhaps indicative of the local people that were 
wearing them.  Other articles included pieces of belts and straps and larger flat items that 
might have been horse harnesses or for domestic use.  Most also had signs of being worked, 
with either holes punched in them and stitching marks but no off-cuts or waste material was 
recovered to indicate that the leather was being produced or processed on site. 
 

Bone 
 
Animal and bird bone pieces were found throughout the site, with 128 items, either 
complete or in fragments, recovered from 23 different contexts.  No specialist analysis has 
been carried out but the assemblage appears to include bones from cattle, sheep and pigs, 
possibly deer and large birds, possibly geese.  A variety of bones are present, including 
vertebrae, ribs, jaws, skulls, limb bones and a scapula.  Many show signs of cut and saw 
marks from butchery, some also appear to have been gnawed, indicating, not surprisingly, 
the presence of dogs on the site. 
 
The bone assemblage is consistent with domestic consumption and perhaps with the 
farming activities that were being carried out around the mill.  It is interesting to note that 
over 50% of the bones were recovered from the bottom of the wheel pit and tail race areas, 
suggesting that this provided a convenient dumping ground for rubbish after the mill had 
fallen out of use.  It would also suggest that the site continued to be occupied for some time 
after the mill’s demise. 
 

Teeth 
 
The collection of 37 teeth from 14 different contexts appears to complement the bone 
assemblage and represents a similar range of animals.  There are some anomalies however, 
in that four tusks were also recovered from the site, one particularly large one had been 
sawn off, possibly to make an ornament or keep sake.  Ten large molars were also found laid 
on the bed rock at the bottom of the test pit 3E, that appeared to be from a horse or cow 
and may have come from a jaw bone that had since disintegrated but no other bones were 
found in the vicinity. 
 

Metal 
 
The large quantity and sheer variety of the metal finds from the site provide a tantalising 
insight to the working and domestic life of the mill and its surroundings.  In total over 320 
pieces were recovered from 39 different contexts.  The greatest concentration of these 
pieces was found in the wheel pit and cog pit areas. 
 
The finds most directly associated with the mill were the four leaf shaped pick blades.  These 
picks were sharpened to a point at each end and were used to cut the grooves in, or ‘dress’ 
the millstones.  Two wooden shafts that might have housed such blades were also found in 
close proximity towards the bottom of the wheel pit.  Other possible mill related artefacts 
included a hammer head, three chisels, a substantial wedge, a large flat blade with an 
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attachment for a handle and a small hook or crook with a shaft attachment that may have 
been used for pulling ropes to operate the corn or flour chutes. 
 
A total of 71 hand cut nails were also recovered, again, predominantly from the wheel pit 
area.  Similar nails had been used to help construct the waterwheel and examples can be 
seen within the surviving structure.  They would undoubtedly have been used for more 
general purposes as well.  The surviving examples were extremely rusted and eroded, often 
bent and some in just short fragments. 
 
Other ferrous metal finds include three horse shoe pieces, a spur, part of a small stirrup, a 
buckle, a three tined fork, a large ring, two hinge crooks, two bolts, a large screw, and parts 
of scrap buckets and pans.  Four possible knife blades were also recovered, one with the 
remains of a composite bone handle.  These items all appeared to have been discarded and 
mixed in with the rubble covering the site.  A mass of unidentified, heavily corroded 
ironwork was also found in the fill of a post hole, cut into the bedrock at the western end of 
the wheel pit.  Much iron was readily recycled in the post medieval period as the process to 
make it was laborious and expensive, so it is somewhat surprising that most of the above 
items were not taken to be melted down again. It is possible that they were in too poor a 
condition to make this worthwhile. 
 
Of more interest however were two keys, one quite large (175 x 62 x 35mm) and one slightly 
smaller (99 x 42 x 13mm).  Both had rounded bows on top with solid shafts and a flattened, 
rectangular, possibly incised ward or bit.  They were found close to a rectangular block of 
metal in rubble context 39 that, although heavily corroded, appeared to be partially hollow 
inside and may have been the corresponding lock mechanism.  These items may be worthy 
of further investigation.  

 
Lead 
 
A variety of lead artefacts were found, 22 pieces in total, mostly from the overlying rubble 
layers.  Five of these were small lead balls, four were 14mm in diameter and believed to be 
pistol balls, a fifth was 17mm in diameter, possibly a musket ball and a further piece had a 
flattened appearance, possibly having been discharged and impacted against a solid surface. 
 
Five fragments of lead cames were found.  One with a milled ‘H’ section is thin and of poor 
quality; another, also thin, has cement to secure the glass, still in place.  They probably dated 
from 1650 or later.  A badly damaged, but very fine fragment, would have held thin glass.  A 
flat piece of lead, with a wider profile, could have been a came junction soldered together; a 
curved piece may have been a tie to hold the window pane.  The small quantity of cames 
suggests they could result from small breakages rather than a complete window.  (Source 
S Harrison, English Heritage, pers. comm.) 
 
Of the remainder, one was a small disc (30x25x2mm) with four holes punched through it of 
unknown use and another was a lead ring, possibly used as a joint seal.  The most interesting 
item was a circular disc measuring 30mm in diameter, with serrated edges and two small 
holes in the middle which was thought to be a child’s ‘whirligig’ toy.  Nine other unidentified 
fragments of lead were also recovered. 
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Miscellaneous Non-Ferrous Metal 

This group of materials contained an informative assortment of artefacts.  One of the most 
intriguing was the collection of spoons and spoon parts; there appeared to be six pieces in 
total, the majority possibly made of pewter, an alloy of tin and lead but one may be of 
latten, an alloy of copper and zinc made to resemble bronze.  The bowls are fig shaped or 
oval with concave sides and the stems are mostly quite short with no decorative knops or 
finials.  This might suggest that they were ‘Puritan’ spoons as during the Commonwealth 
period most forms of religious decoration were shunned, and previous designs often had 
‘Popish’ motifs which were removed.  One, however, did have a ‘trefid’ or three-lobed 
terminal on the handle, a design that became popular in the 1680-90s.  The elongated rat 
tail junction between the stem and bowl also seen on some of these examples became more 
popular around the 1680s (Shopland 2005, 161-3).  These factors all help to show the 
approximate date of use and subsequent deposition of the articles to be around the late 17th 
and early 18th century, in line with other artefacts from the site. 
 
A small pewter tankard was a further unexpected find (Fig 38); it measured some 67x42mm 
and originally had a hinged lid which was missing but the hinge mechanism was in good 
working order.  Its function was not immediately obvious but it may have been an ink pot or 
possibly for drinking strong spirits. 
 

 

Fig 38:  Small tankard 

Continuing the eclectic nature of the finds, 56 small brass pins with rounded heads, up to 
30mm in length, were recovered from the sediments at the bottom of the wheel pit and tail 
race.  They were surprisingly well preserved in the wet conditions and may originally have 
been used to hold together items of clothing. 
 
Other metal items related to the site included a buckle, a button, a small sheet of copper 
and a further copper fragment.  Two shot gun cartridge ends and a flat brass ring were also 
found but considered to be modern. 
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Worked Stone 

The worked stone has been sub-divided into two sections:  the mill related stones assessed 

by John Cruse and the prehistoric flint assemblage assessed by Peter Rowe. 

The Mill Related Worked Stone Assemblage 
 
An almost complete millstone and several large fragments forming a hearth were uncovered 
on the floor of the mill building, providing an early indication that this had been the site of a 
water mill.  Other pieces of millstone retrieved from the rubble covering the site also 
showed the variety of materials used; gritstone, sandstone and millstone grit, and the 
different sizes and directions of rotation for the stones.  These factors suggest that the mill 
had been in use for many years and had undergone several changes during that time. 
 
Cobble stones had also been used as footstep or spindle bearings to support the weight of 
shaft driving the top millstone and half of a large circular piece of sandstone was thought to 
be from a crushing stone, possibly used, amongst other things, for crushing oak bark for 
tannin, cereals for animal feed or apples for verjuice. 
 
The stones were assessed by specialist John Cruse and a brief summary of his conclusions is 
presented below. 
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    Fig 39:  Miniature quern stone 

A more unusual find was the half of a sandstone disc recovered from the rubble layer of 
context (18) shown in Fig 39 above.  The disc was made of sandstone and measured 210mm 
in diameter and 60mm in depth, it may have been intended for use in grinding operations 
for food preparation for example or even as a child’s toy but it appears to have broken 
during the manufacturing process as no signs of wear are visible on the surface.  It is also 
possible that the stone may have been for use by the miller as a hand mill; used to test-grind 
samples of grain before setting the main millstones (Yorke, 2006, 69). 
 

The Prehistoric Flint Assemblage 
 
A total of 36 items of flint were recovered from the site, they were distributed at random 
throughout 16 different contexts and appear to have had no direct bearing on the mill or its 
origins, some pieces may even have been imported in the rubble used to bury the site.  They 
do, however, give a good indication of the great length of human activity in the area as they 
have been dated to a period from the Mesolithic or Early Neolithic through to the Bronze 
Age. 
 
Sixteen of the 36 pieces recovered were identified as natural deposits but of the remainder, 
an arrowhead (Fig 40), two scrapers (Figs 41 & 42) and four blades or blade fragments were 
of particular interest as they gave an indication of the different activities that were taking 
place in the area during the prehistoric era.  Adding a new dimension to what had previously 
been thought of as a medieval mill site. 
 

 Fig 40:  Leaf Shaped Arrowhead 
 

         
Figs 41 & 42:  Scrapers 
A report on the assemblage is presented below. 
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1  Introduction 

1.1  Quantification 

This lithic assessment considers a collection of 36 items recovered during 

archaeological work between 2014 and 2017 at a medieval mill site within the 

woodland at Yearsley, North Yorkshire. 

 

1.2 Methodology 

The lithics from the intervention were received washed and bagged.  Bags were individually 
emptied onto a clean working surface and the material examined by eye and with 
supplementary use of a 20x or 40x hand lens where necessary. 

 

1.2.1  The catalogue 

Each flint was logged on an Excel spreadsheet.  For each flint the following variables 

were described: - 

 

SITE INFORMATION 

Area   The site area number (1-3; or not recorded) 

Trench   The trench number (1-3; or not recorded) 

Context   The context number 

Bag No   The finds bag number as received 

Quantity  This is usually ‘1’ and is present to allow calculations. 

 

RAW MATERIAL 

Material   Whether flint, chert, quartz etc. 

Material colour A description of the colour of the raw material. 

Cortex    A description of the amount of cortical surface, expressed as a percentage. 

Cortex colour  A description of the colour of the cortex, usually ‘white’, ‘cream’ or ‘N/A’. 

Cortex Type  A description of the type of the cortex, usually ‘chalky’ or ‘reduced’. 

Patina   A description of the amount of patination, expressed as a percentage. 

Patina colour  A description of the colour of the patina, usually ‘white’ or ‘grey’. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

Type The type of artefact, e.g. ‘flake’, ‘blade’, ‘debitage’, ‘core’, ‘burnt fragment’ or 

tool types such as ‘scraper’, ‘microlith’, ‘burin’. 

Completeness This is recorded as ‘complete’ or ‘fragment’.  Where possible the terms 

‘proximal’, ‘medial’ or ‘distal’ replace ‘fragment’ to provide further detail. 

Size This is a size range to provide a basic grading for items that cannot be 

measured, or for which measurements would be meaningless.  They are 

grouped in 5mm maximum dimension increments e.g. <5mm or >5mm but 

<10mm. 

Dimensions  A measurement to the nearest 1mm for Length, Breadth and Thickness. 

Reduction Sequence Whether from the ‘primary’, ‘secondary’ or ‘tertiary’ stage of knapping. 

Platform The type of platform (where present), based on Andrefsky’s scheme 

(Andrefsky 2005, 96-77), i.e. ‘cortical’, ‘flat’, ‘complex’ or ‘abraded’. 

Bulb A description of the bulb of percussion (where present), recorded as 

‘pronounced’ or ‘diffuse’. 

Fracture Type The type of termination, i.e. ‘feathered’, ‘step’, ‘hinged’ or ‘overshot’. Based 

on the types described by Cotterell & Kamminga (1987, 701). 

Dorsal Scars Using the ordinal method described by Andrefsky (2005, 108) the number of 

dorsal scars are counted as 0, 1, 2 with 3 representing more than 3 scars. 

Interpretation This column is used to indicate if an item has additional working, e.g. ‘edge 

use’ or ‘retouch’.  It is also used to note the type of removals taken from 

cores, the number of platforms and their orientation.  E.g. F2O represents a 

Flake core with 2 platforms, Opposed to each other and B3OR would 

represent a Blade core with 3 platforms, 2 opposed and 1 at Right angles. 

 

DAMAGE 

Burnt This column uses an ordinal scale to describe the exposure to burning an 

item has received.  0 = unburnt; 1 = lightly fired (surface sooting, light 

crazing); 2 = fired (surface and interior patination, surface cracks, but still 

retaining its original form); 3 = heavily fired (complete surface and interior 

patination, pot lid fractures, shattering, original form cannot be determined). 

Damage A free text column to describe any other forms of damage, e.g. ‘plough’, 

‘frost’, ‘edge chipping’. 

 

INTERPRETATION 

Period Where an artefact is chronologically distinctive then the period is noted.  The 

general term Prehistoric is used for all other items where a specific period 

cannot be assigned. 

Notes   A free text field to record any further observations, e.g. if items refit. 

 

1.2.2  Reporting 
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The Excel spreadsheet was then used to quantify the material and a summary report 

was written shortly after the catalogue was completed.  This included phasing of the 

collection.  Recommendations were made for lithics, which should be drawn to 

illustrate the report. 

2  General character 

2.1  Raw material 
 

The material is entirely composed of flint.  There are no examples of chert, jasper, 

tuff or similar fine-grained stones suitable for knapping.  The flint ranges in colour 

with various shades of light to mid-brown with well-reduced cortical surfaces when 

present.  The flint is predominantly light brown in colour but with some variability in 

hue with darker pieces present.  The surface of this material has a tendency to 

patinate, producing a milky grey or white appearance that could easily be mistaken 

for grey flint. 

 

Cortex is very rare. Only 12 flints (33%) have any cortex present and this is normally 

in smaller patches rather than covering the entire dorsal face.  When present cortical 

surfaces were noted to be extremely well reduced. 

 

The general lack of variability suggests that the majority of the flint might have been 

collected from a fairly homogenous local glacial source, perhaps gravel deposits, 

rather than the beaches of the Yorkshire coast which might be expected to produce a 

more mixed assemblage. 

 

A large proportion of the assemblage consists of natural fragments.  There are 16 of 

these in total (44%).  These include angular fragments and thermal flakes.  They tend 

to have dished fractures and battered edges with no evidence of purposeful 

conchoidal fracture.  The natural items are not discussed further and could be 

discarded to streamline the archive. 

 

2.2  Post-deposition damage 

The flints are all from residual contexts in a historic mill.  Edge damage was noted on 

a number of the pieces suggestive of post-depositional damage and a recent snap 

was noted in one case. 
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3  Assemblage description 

 

Type Quantity 

Angular Fragment 3 

Arrowhead 1 

Blade or blade fragment 4 

Burnt fragment 4 

Flake or flake fragment 6 

Natural 16 

Scraper 2 

Total 36 

 

Table 1: Lithic composition 

 

3.1  Technology 

3.1.1  Blades 

The chronologically earliest flints in the assemblage are blades.  There are three 

complete examples and one medial fragment.  All have well prepared, complex, 

knapping platforms, diffuse bulbs of percussion and feathered terminations.  Two of 

the complete examples have evidence of use along one or both edges and both are 

long and parallel sided (41mm and 50mm in length).  The blade assemblage is 

typical of the Mesolithic or early Neolithic periods. 

 

3.1.2  Flakes 

There are four complete flakes and two flake fragments.  The fragments and one of 

the complete examples are undiagnostic.  The remaining three flakes all have simple, 

flat platforms and pronounced bulbs of percussion.  One has a plunging fracture 

suggesting a lack of experience or finesse on the part of the knapper.  Unlike the 

blade assemblage the characteristics of the flakes are much cruder and more typical 

of the later prehistoric periods from the later Bronze Age onwards (Young & 

Humphrey 1999).  Two of the flakes have evidence for edge utilisation with one 

having abrupt retouch along one edge. 
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3.1.3  Angular fragment and burnt fragments 

The assemblage includes three highly vitrified burnt fragments and one lightly fired 

piece.  None of these are diagnostic and at least two of them may, in fact, be burnt 

natural.  The three angular fragments are all undiagnostic but more reminiscent of 

the later prehistoric material with pronounced platforms and flat or cortical platforms. 

 

3.1.4  Leaf shaped arrowhead 

The assemblage includes the rounded base and medial section of a burnt leaf 

shaped arrowhead (Context 01; Bag 347).  The arrowhead is highly calcined and its 

tip has almost certainly been lost as a result of a thermal fracture.  The burning has a 

resulted in a crazed grey/white surface with several small pot-lid fractures.  Despite 

the burning the arrowhead can be seen to be bifacially worked with well-executed, 

penetrating, pressure-flaked scars.  This type of arrowhead is current throughout the 

Neolithic period and into the early Bronze Age (Green 1980). 

 

3.1.4  Scrapers 

The collection includes two scrapers.  The earliest example is an elongated blade 

with a flared base and invasive retouch along one edge and around the end (Context 

39; Bag 491).  The style of flake suggests a Mesolithic or Neolithic date with the 

invasive retouch suggesting that the later of the two periods is more likely.  The 

second scraper is a distinctive thumbnail type of the early Bronze Age (Context 35; 

Bag 276).  This is based on a robust, squat flake with abrupt retouch at the end.  The 

abruptness of the retouch suggests it has been re-sharpened and was discarded as it 

had reached an angle of 90 degrees and was no longer of use. 

 

4 Conclusion 

This is a small residual assemblage but a useful one, as many of the items are 

chronologically diagnostic.  The lithics represent a broad chronological horizon from 

the Mesolithic or early Neolithic to the later Bronze Age.  Although the flints haven’t 

been found in any particular concentration they suggest a long period of human 

activity in the area. 

 

5 Recommendations for illustration 

The following items could be illustrated and included in any report:- 

 

Fig. No Context   Bag   Type 

1.1 1  347   Leaf shaped arrowhead fragment 
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1.2 39  491   End and edge scraper 

1.3 35  276   Thumbnail scraper  
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Miscellaneous 
 
Mortar  
The stone structure of the building has been constructed using earth as a bonding material 
between the stones.  This appears to have been a normal practice during the medieval and 
post medieval periods in this area (N Copsey, pers. comm.).  A small quantity (28 pieces) of 
what appeared to be mortar was recovered from the site, the majority of which (>90%) 
came from the contexts around the kiln or oven and may have been used in its construction. 
 

Organic Material 
 
A large deposit of dark brown, fibrous organic material was uncovered at the end of the 
wheel pit extending into the tail race area. The full dimensions were not established as the 
deposit continued into the baulk beyond the trench.  The material appeared to have been 
thrown into the tail race after the mill had gone out of use.  Samples were sent to Durham 
University for analysis, the results are presented below. 
 
Other 
 
No direct evidence of burning was observed as a result of the demolition of the building but 
fifteen pieces of charcoal, seven pieces of coal and five pieces of cinder were recovered from 
the rubble layers, these may have been the remains of domestic fires.  Four pieces of slag 
were also found in the rubble, that were of unknown origin and no other evidence of 
smelting had been found elsewhere on the site. 
 
A small, black, un-worked object was also recovered from context 92 which may have been 
jet. 
 

Wood 
 
The waterlogged conditions in the cog pit and wheel pit areas of the site were particularly 
favourable for the preservation of wood.  The remains of the mill wheel, the cog wheel and 
other wooden artefacts are therefore in remarkably good condition.  They form an 
extremely important part of the whole project and are the subject of ongoing investigations 
and conservation strategies.   
 
The intact remains of the water wheel were dismantled in March 2017 and immediately 
taken for conservation by York Archaeological Trust.  The operation has involved cleaning 
the individual timbers and immersing them in a solution of polyethylene glycol wax for 
impregnation, followed by freeze drying; the whole process is predicted to last for a period 
of up to two years. 
 
It was not possible to record the timbers from the wheel before they were removed but 
thirteen other pieces of wood were sent for conservation with the remains of the wheel, 
these were recorded individually and several were thought to have been parts of the wheel 
that had been thrown into the wheel pit when the mill had been demolished.  WSF 10 for 
example was identified as a sole board forming the inner rim of the wheel; it was slightly 
curved and chamfered at each end with a rectangular cut at one end to take the clasp arm, 
or spoke, which connected the rim to the axle.  Saw marks were also observed on the 
surface of the wood, suggesting that it may have been hand cut in a saw pit (Fig 43).  Other 
pieces displayed nail holes and chisel and blade marks where they had been trimmed to 
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shape possibly using an adze or a side axe.  They were all indicative of the high degree of skill 
and craftsmanship required to form the complete, watertight, circle of buckets that formed 
the overshot wheel, a feat that was achieved without the use of nuts bolts screws and metal 
brackets which were not readily available at that time (John Harrison, pers. comm.)  
 

 

Fig 43:  Sole board from the waterwheel 

All the timbers from the waterwheel and the cog wheel were of oak (quercus spp) with the 

exception of the rectangular sectioned cogs spaced at 80mm intervals around the cog wheel, 

these were of field maple (acer campestre).  A handle made of ash (fraxinus excelcior) and 

another broken handle made of willow (salix spp) were other items sent for conservation.  A 

report by York Archaeological Trust with regard to these timbers is presented below. 
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ABSTRACT: 

 
This report lists the identified wood species from an assemblage of timbers delivered to 
York Archaeological Trust in February of 2017 for conservation.  
 
 

Disclaimer: 
This Report has been prepared solely for the person/party which commissioned it and for 
the specifically titled project or named part thereof referred to in the Report. The Report 
should not be relied upon or used for any other project by the commissioning 
person/party without first obtaining independent verification as to its suitability for such 
other project, and obtaining the prior written approval of York Archaeological Trust for 
Excavation and Research Limited (“YAT”) (trading as York Archaeological Trust). YAT 
accepts no responsibility or liability for the consequences of this Report being relied upon 
or used for any purpose other than the purpose for which it was specifically 
commissioned. Nobody is entitled to rely upon this Report other than the person/party 
which commissioned it. YAT accepts no responsibility or liability for any use of or reliance 
upon this Report by anybody other than the commissioning person/party. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In March 2017 an assemblage of timbers was delivered to the 421 Premises of York 
Archaeological Trust for conservation and wood species identification.  The latter aspect is 
the subject of this report.     
 

 
2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

 

 

The work carried out has been done in accordance with CIfA Standard and Guidance 

for the Collection, Documentation, Conservation and Research of Archaeological 

Materials (CIfA 2014).  The work requested was the sampling of each timber for 

wood species identification and the identification of the same. 

 
 

3. PROCEDURES 
 
All of the wood was in treatment in the same tank.  Small pieces were taken from areas which 
were already badly damaged or from where further damage would not be especially apparent. 
Worked surfaces were avoided wherever possible. 
  
Species identification was done via a transmitted light microscope at x40, x100 and x200 
magnification as appropriate.  All species identifications follow Schweingruber (1982).  
 
 

4. IDENTIFICATIONS 
 

A timbers list had been supplied but the identification numbering given on the spreadsheet did 
not entirely match the labelling attached to the timbers- evidently the numbers assigned to the 
wheel parts lifted on the day of delivery to YAT have not yet been added to the project 
spreadsheet at the time of writing  
 
WSF no. Species identification: 
 
10   Quercus spp. 
35   Quercus spp. 
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40 (felloe)  Quercus spp. 
40 (cog fragment) Acer campestre L. 
52   Quercus spp. 
55   Fraxinus excelsior L.  
66   Quercus spp. 
73   Quercus spp. 
78   Quercus spp. 
81   Quercus spp. 
86   Salix spp. (not on list) 
87   Quercus spp. (not on list) 
88   Quercus spp. 
Wheel parts lifted Feb 2017 
YM 17 (01)  Quercus spp. (not on list) 
YM 17 (02)  Quercus spp. (not on list) 
YM 17 (03- bucket) Quercus spp. (not on list) 
YM 17 (03- wheel side) Quercus spp. (not on list) 
YM 17 (04- bucket) Quercus spp. (not on list) 
YM 17 (04- wheel side) Quercus spp. (not on list) 
YM 17 (05)  Quercus spp. (not on list) 
YM 17 (06)  Quercus spp. (not on list) 
YM 17 (07-)  Quercus spp. (not on list) 
YM 17 (08a)  Quercus spp. (not on list) 
YM 17 (08-peg)  Quercus spp. (not on list) 
YM 17 (08-spoke) Quercus spp. (not on list) 
 

     Botanical identification Common English name 
Acer campestre L.  Field Maple 
Fraxinus excelsior L. Ash 
Quercus spp.  Oaks, exact species not determinable 
Salix spp.   Willows, species not determinable 
 
 

5.  DESCRIPTION. 
 

The wood was relatively straightforward to sample and no significant problems were met with 
during the sample taking.  All pieces were readily identifiable  
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Despite an intensive and wide ranging study of the documentary records by a dedicated 
research team, information relating to the Yearsley water mill has proved elusive, sketchy 
and very thin on the ground.  In order to build up a picture of the mill and its social and 
economic importance to the area during the medieval and post medieval periods, it has 
been essential to draw upon the archaeological evidence uncovered by the excavations on 
the site.  By combining an interpretation of the finds and features with the limited 
documentary material, it has been possible to produce a tantalising story of the mill over the 
several hundreds of years of its existence. 
 
It appears that the water mill was built around the late 12th to early 13th century and 
eventually demolished and buried in the early to mid 18th century.  During this period the 
site has undoubtedly undergone many changes but, for the purpose of this report, these 
changes or transitions will be considered under four phase headings:- 
 
1 The construction of the mill. 
2 The working life of the mill. 
3 The demise of the mill. 
4 The demolition and subsequent burial of the mill. 

 
1  The Construction of the Mill 
 
Following the ‘Conquest’ of 1066 the Norman aristocracy gradually established themselves 
throughout the English countryside, one means of exploiting their power and control over 
the local population was to build a water mill (Brown 2011, 22).  The de Colville family held 
the land in Yearsley during the late 12th and early 13th century and it seems likely that they, 
or their advisors, identified the stream in Elder Slack as a suitable source of water to drive a 
mill wheel. 
 
The technology to construct and operate a water corn mill had existed in Britain since the 
Roman period and continued through the Saxon period and in the region of six thousand 
mills were recorded in the Domesday survey of 1086.  This information may have been 
inaccurate, however, as no figures were returned for Cumberland, Northumberland and 
Durham and only about one hundred were recorded in Yorkshire.  One of these was 
recorded in nearby Sutton-under-Whitestonecliffe, although this may have been built as the 
result of a Norman redevelopment programme, following the devastation caused by William 
the Conqueror’s “Harrying of the North” in 1069-70 (Brown 2011, 20-1). 
 
Nevertheless, the number of watermills appears to have risen rapidly in the two centuries 
following the conquest, partly due to the rising demand for flour from the increasing 
population but also to the realisation on the part of the landowners that, following the initial 
cost of their construction, corn mills provided a regular source of income at a relatively low 
running cost.  They also provided a means of exerting the lord’s feudal power over his 
tenants as he could compel them to use his mill; this had the effect of converting the 
grinding of grain from a largely domestic, labour intensive industry – “the daily grind” – into 
a more efficient, mechanised process, although many hand querns were destroyed in the 
process.  As a further consequence, a great deal of labour was freed for work elsewhere on 
the manorial or monastic estates (Harrison 2008, 1-4) (Brown 2011, 22). 
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The Yearsley water mill appears to have been one of many built around this late 12th to early 
13th century period.  Unfortunately, the substantial timbers retrieved from what were 
considered to be the earlier contexts [63] and [91] failed to provide more accurate 
dendrochronological dates for the construction process, there were insufficient rings (> 100) 
which would have been necessary to compare, due to the relative remoteness from other 
tree ring data sets in the region (Ian Tyers, pers. comm.).  The pottery recovered from these 
and other early contexts, (99) and (93) did, however, confirm this late 12th to early 13th 
century date (Jenner 2017, 1-2).  A sherd of York Glazed ware from the well sealed fill of a 
rock-cut post-hole, context (98) and a similar sherd from the primary cleaning layer on the 
north side of the tail race (82) are also good indicators of this early construction period. 
 
Once the appropriate site for the mill had been identified it appears that the original building 
process involved the removal of the overlying topsoil and sub soil to expose the sandstone 
bedrock.  Trenches were then cut into this bedrock to form the wheel pit, the tail race and 
the cog pit (Fig 44).  Four rock cut post holes [93], [63], [91] and [79] were also chiselled out 
to hold support timbers or ‘sole plates’ which in turn held uprights, forming a building over 
the mill.  A shallow trench [84] on the SE corner where the bedrock is higher may also have 
served a similar purpose to complete the recangular structure.  Mill specialist John Harrison 
suggests that a simple isolated structure such as this would be all that is required for an early 
mill, as the miller would probably travel from the village to the mill only when his services 
were required (J K Harrison, pers. comm.). 
 
The mill pond, a wooden trough or ‘launder’ and a system of sluice gates to direct the water 
from the pond onto the mill wheel would also have been constructed at this time.  A further 
rock-cut post hole [99]  was uncovered beyond the western end of the wheel pit that may 
have held the support post for this launder. 
 
A linear cut in the bedrock along the southern side of the cog pit [87] may also have held the 
support timbers for the hurst.  The bedrock surrounding the building also appears to have 
been levelled to provide access around the site.  The material from continual cleaning of the 
tail race appears to have been thrown up onto the bedrock of the north bank of the race 
where it has accumulated over many years, as seen in the test pit Tr.3E. 
 
The excavations have shown the building to be approximately 6.0m in lenght and 5.0m in 
width, covering an area of 30.0 sq.m.  A central dividing wall or wooden partition would have 
been necessary to separate the waterwheel from the milling machinery, in order to keep the 
grain and flour dry, but the overlay provided by mill specialists John Harrison and Peter 
Morgan (Fig 45) demonstrates how the wheel and the rest of the equipment would have 
fitted into the space provided.  They considered that it would not be unusual for the mill 
building to stand alone in this early Norman period and that it would most likely be a single 
story with a thatched roof, although fragments of tile were found throughout the site so it is 
possible that the roof may have been tiled. 
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Fig 44:  Possible position of the 

original mill building 

[93] 

[79] 

[84] 

[63] 

[91] 

[99] 
Possible outline of the first mill 

building.  

TEST PIT 

Tr. 3E 

[87] 

Fig 45:  Overlay provided by P. 

Morgan and J K Harrison 

showing the position of the 

waterwheel and machinery 

within the space of the original 

building 
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2  The Working Life of the Mill 
 
Once constructed and established, the Yearsley Water Mill appears to have survived for 
several hundred years until its eventual demise in the early 18th century.  Many changes will 
no doubt have taken place during this period, not least for maintenance, replacement and 
repair purposes.  The mill stones, for example, may have lasted 20-25 years and the mill 
wheels only slightly longer than that, depending on their usage.  Changes in technology, in 
an attempt to increase efficiency, may also have influenced the size of the wheel and the 
gearing to drive the stones; the various cuts in the bedrock [70], [86] and [100] may bear 
testament to these changes.  The grooves in different fragments of millstone found on the 
site showed that they had been cut for rotation in opposite directions suggesting different 
gearing mechanisms.  Some were made from sandstone and some from millstone grit in a 
range of sizes which would also indicate that changes had taken place over the years.  Peter 
Morgan suggests that a lay shaft may also have been fitted to operate two sets of stones, 
this may explain the difference in size of the stones and the different rotations (P. Morgan, 
pers. comm.). 
 
No evidence of a leat delivering water to the base of the waterwheel was found so it appears 
that the wheel has been supplied by water from above, making it ‘overshot’, consistent with 
the design of the wheel found in the wheel pit.  It is possible however that earlier models 
may have been ‘pitch back’ or ‘breast-shot’ as they would also require the water to be fed at 
a higher level but would rotate the wheel in the opposite direction, again possibly explaining 
the different design of millstones recovered from the site. 
 
Other developments were also taking place on the site and it appears that a second building, 
adjacent to the mill on its southern side, was constructed, possibly during the late 13th to 
early 14th century.  Seventeen sherds of Brandsby ware pottery from this period were 
retrieved from context (97) which was a basal foundation layer running under the eastern 
wall (7) of the building.  Two other pieces from the centre of wall (6) are also from this time.  
The building was a substantial rectangular, stone-built structure measuring 13.50m in length 
and 5.50m in width with a wall and doorway subdividing it towards the eastern end (see Fig  
).  A series of post holes were observed towards the western end that may have provided a 
further subdivision.  A hearth and an oven or kiln had been built against the western side of 
the dividing wall and a flagstone floor was laid in the central area of the building.  Large 
pieces of well worn millstones were used to form the hearth which would suggest that the 
mill had been in use for some time before the hearth was laid. 
 
The water worn bedrock to the south of the building suggested that a purpose built water 
channel had been constructed to collect and divert the drainage water from the slope above 
the site into the stream in Elder Slack below the mill.  There was some indication that the 
bedrock beyond the water channel wall (4) had been exposed, to possibly form a yard or 
storage area.  Further indications of the unexpectedly complex nature of the site were the 
wall and stone embankment immediately to the west of the mill building which may have 
been a boundary or containing wall or it may have acted as a support for the launder; sherds 
of pottery found in the foundation layer were again of late 13th to early 14th century date, 
with the exception of one piece of 16th century Cistercian ware which was thought to be 
intrusive. 
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The second mill building and its associated structures was possibly contemporary with the 
original building, identified and partially excavated during the 20011-12 excavation 
(Signiorelli, 2012) which lay approximately 25m to the SE.  The building style, using the same 
local sandy limestone with an earth bonding, was similar in both cases.  It is possible that the 
building provided accommodation for the miller and his family and that some more 
ephemeral agricultural buildings were present on the site but more extensive excavations 
would be required to prove this theory.  
 
A further anomaly, thrown up by the pottery analysis, was the dearth of pottery from the 
late 14th to mid 16th centuries.  Of the 6,681 sherds retrieved from the excavations, only 3% 
were Humber ware, 2.7% Hambleton ware and 0.4% Cistercian ware, the only types that can 
be ascribed to that period; much of this may even have been residual material contained in 
the soil and rubble that was used to bury the site in the 18th century.  This hiatus might 
suggest that the mill had fallen out of use for some time during the 14th – 16th century or 
that the miller was living elsewhere and was only visiting the mill occasionally.  
 

 

Fig 46:  Plan showing the position of 

the second mill building 

Outline of the second 

mill building. 

[100] 

[70] 

[86] 

(97) 

(6) 

(7) 

(4) 
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The reduced use of the mill may have been due to the consequences of deteriorating climate 
conditions.  Fluctuations in weather patterns have been recorded throughout the Medieval 
and Post Medieval periods and a so-called ‘Medieval Warm Period’ coincided with a peak of 
solar activity between 800-1300 with a maximum between 1100 and 1250.  This warmer 
weather, combined with improvements in agricultural practices following the Norman 
Conquest, led to an increase in food production and in population during this period 
(Whittock, 2009, 36).  The number of water mills was consequently thought to have doubled 
between 1186 and 1300, from 5-6,000 to 10-12,000 to cater for the increased demand for 
bread flour.  The Yearsley Mill may have been part of this rapid expansion. 
 
After the beginning of the 14th century, however, the climatic conditions began to 
deteriorate resulting in crop failures, poor harvests and outbreaks of animal disease well into 
the 1320s, consequently food shortages, soaring prices and starvation lead to population 
decline.  There was some improvement in the following decades only to be ended by the 
advent of the Black Death in 1348.  Estimates vary but it is thought that the population fell 
by 30-50% as a result of the disease, returning to pre-Conquest levels.  Due to continued 
poor weather conditions and further disease outbreaks, numbers did not recover until the 
16th-17th century (Whittock, 2009, 46-7), (Gies, 1990, 195-7). 
 
With fewer people to feed, grain milling declined and manorial revenues fell so many of the 
mills were taken out of commission and left idle for long periods (Whittock, 2009, 47).  The 
remaining population may have had to travel greater distances to find a working mill or they 
may even have reverted to hand grinding using quern stones to produce their flour, this may 
have been the case at Yearsley and could explain the hiatus in the pottery count. 
 
As labour became more expensive and more difficult to find, many landowners turned from 
arable farming to pasture as it was less labour intensive; some installed deer parks as a 
means of retaining control of their land whilst indulging their interests in chivalric and 
militaristic pastimes at the same time.  This appears to have been the case on the Gilling 
estate when Thomas de Etton was granted rights to empark 1,000 acres in 1374.  The 
boundary of the park or ‘Park Pale’ appears to pass through the mill site (Yearsley Moor 
Archaeology Project Final Report, 2013, 31-40). 
 
The Yearsley Mill may have been out of commission for some time during the 14th to 16th 
centuries but we know that it was back in use by the mid 16th century as the first 
documentary evidence directly relating to a mill in Yearsley has been uncovered from that 
period.  It relates to a sale document from 1559-60 when William Wildon sold a parcel of 
ground in Yearsley containing ‘one watermilne there with sute thereof and free course of 
water at all times forever’ to Sir Nicholas Fairfax of Gilling.  (N.Y.C.R.O. Belasyse family 
records, ZDV 15, mic 1352; frame 867).  The pottery recovered from the site also increases in 
both quantity and variety from this point through to the early to mid 18th century when the 
mill’s working life appears to have finished. 
 
Population levels in England remained low at around 2.5 million until the early 16th century 
until they began to rise again, gradually and intermittently, together with incomes and the 
general standard of living (Whittock, 2009, 46).  These changes occurred at the same time as 
the manorial rights were in decline, together with the feudal farming system. The ‘mill soke’ 
was no longer seen as valuable and many mills were farmed out, leased or sold.  The 
eventual loss of manorial (or monastic) control led to more mills being developed, 
incorporating new practices and technologies as they were regarded as an increasing source 
of income (Allison, 1975, 10-11) (Harrison, 2001, 55).  This may have been the case with the 
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Yearsley Mill which appears to have been brought back into use by this time.  Richard 
Chapman is mentioned in the sale indenture as being a tenant of the mill at the time of its 
transfer in 1559-60, the term ‘miller’ was a less specific title in this period as it could apply to 
the man who leased the mill or to the one who worked it (Brown, 2011, 23) so it is unclear 
which of these categories Richard Chapman falls into. 
 
The mill appears to have continued in use from at least the 16th century and it has been 
possible to identify some of the millers from local parish records.  The sequence is 
incomplete but subsequent tenants were John and possibly Thomas Dinnison around the 
1660s followed by George Yoward from 1684/5 to 1724.  Yoward appears to have been the 
last Yearsley miller and the mill’s demise may have followed his death in the 1720s. 
 
One context in particular appears to bear witness to the changes that had taken place during 
the working life of the mill that is (73), which is the layer of sandy gravelly, clay thrown up 
onto the north bank of the tail race as a result of repeated cleaning operations.  One 
hundred and ninety three sherds of pottery were recovered from this layer they covered the 
period from the 12th to the early 18th century with a hiatus around the late 14th to the late 
16th century from when only 7 small and abraded sherds were recorded.  No clear horizons 
were observed within the context due to the homogenous nature of the material but it does 
appear to represent a picture of the mill’s history. 
 
The date and duration of the mill’s possible temporary closure during the 14th-16th centuries 
has been difficult to identify, partly because of the imprecise nature of the transition from 
one type of local pottery to another; Brandsby wares through Hambleton and Humber wares 
to the early Ryedale wares for example all appear to have blurred boundaries and their 
production and usage will no doubt have overlapped to a greater or lesser extent.  One 
possible scenario is that the mill may have been forced to close following the ‘Black Death’ in 
1349 but it may have been reactivated before 1374 as the site appears to have been 
incorporated into the south western sector of the deer park boundary, possibly also acting 
as an entrance or lodge gate, although it should be stressed that there is no documentary 
evidence to support this theory.  An alternative might be that the mill may have remained in 
operation, albeit at a reduced output, but the remainder of the site was abandoned.  The 
miller may also have lived in the village at that time, with a second occupation, only visiting 
the mill when necessary.  There would, therefore, have been little or no domestic activity 
around the site to create the pottery waste. 
 

3  The Demise of the Mill 
 

Following the demise of the water mill, the mill site appears to have continued in use for 
several years before its eventual burial as part of a landscaping process.  Evidence for this 
episode mainly centres around the wheel pit, tail race and cog pit areas; once milling had 
been abandoned, these low lying waterlogged areas appear to have been allowed to silt up 
and gradually become clogged with vegetation.  Representative paleo-environmental 
samples taken from context (53) and analysed by Durham University Archaeological Services 
showed a range of waterlogged plant remains, including ruderal weeds such as chickweed, 
campions and dead-nettles.  Trees such as elder, birch and alder were also present as well as 
wetland plants including rushes and sedges.  Hemlock-spruce needles were also noted but 
these were thought to be modern contaminants, picked up from the current ground surface 
when the samples were taken.  The build-up of this organic material was over 1.0m deep in 
places and the well-preserved roots and stumps of shrubs and small trees were also 
observed to have established within it, indicating that the material had taken some 
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considerable time to accumulate, perhaps as long as 10-20 years.  The waterlogged material 
was eventually buried and sealed by the landscaping process, an event that helped to 
preserve it together with other artefacts such as the leather and wood that were held within 
it. 
 
Other activities were no doubt taking place on the site in the years after the mill had gone 
out of use; further results from the paleo-environmental analysis showed the presence of 
rachis (chaff) from rye and bread wheat, this may have blown in from neighbouring fields 
but it is more likely the result of ‘threshing’ or cleaning these cereals for their storage as 
grain.  This would suggest that the occupants were still farming the land around the mill. 
 

 

Fig 47:  Fragment of a crushing stone 

The presence of the crushing stone might also suggest other activities on the site such as the 
crushing of apples for verjuice, oak bark for tannin or cereals for animal feed (Fig 47).  The 
observation that a hole had been punched through the southern wall of the building to 
redirect the water originally flowing in a channel around the building may also be significant.  
The water may have served some domestic or industrial purpose such as the brewing of ale; 
pieces of several large storage jars and cisterns were recorded in the pottery finds that 
would have been suitable for this purpose (Young, 2013, 11).  A collection of small brass pins 
and other decorative pieces of brass may indicate dressmaking activities; strips of leather, 
hammers, chisels, knives and abundant nails may also suggest that other craft activities or 
general maintenance tasks were taking place on the site both before and after the demise of 
the mill. 
 
There were also indications that modifications were made to the building after the milling 
had finished; the wall (88), for example, at the western end of the cog pit had been built 
over the rock cut post hole [91] and only abutted the earlier wall (2).  Thirty two of the fifty 
three sherds recovered from the earth bonding material from within this wall (88) were of a 
17th to early 18th century date, suggesting that it was a later modification and that the 
building continued in use after the mill had finished.  The stone embankment (55) to the 
west of the wheel pit provided a similar array of pottery; 62 sherds were recovered from this 
feature, 60 of which were Hambleton or Ryedale wares dating from the 16th to early 18th 
century, again suggesting a later construction date for this feature.  It was possibly 
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constructed as an enclosure wall to keep animals out of the site or to keep farm livestock in.  
It may have remained in place after the landscaping process as it lies on the Gilling Park 
boundary, only to be reduced and hidden by subsequent farming and forestry activities, in 
common with much of the of the remainder of the boundary wall. 
 

4  The Demolition and Subsequent Burial of the Mill  
 
The final demolition of the buildings and the subsequent burial of the site would appear to 
have been a very thorough and labour-intensive process.  The walls were reduced to less 
than a metre in height and much of the better quality stone appears to have been removed 
together with the roof timbers for use elsewhere.  Nevertheless, a substantial amount of 
stone was left within the rubble covering the floor and the area surrounding the building.  
There was no evidence of burning and no signs of organic material within the debris so if the 
building had been thatched, the thatch was removed first.  It is possible that the roof was 
tiled as fragments of flat ceramic tile, some with nibs, were found within the rubble. 
 
Following the demolition of the buildings, the whole site was covered with vast quantities of 
soil and rubble and it is the source of this material that is, as yet, unclear; some of it appears 
to have come from close at hand as it contains mill-related artefacts such as fragments of 
mill stones and broken bearings while the remainder may have been brought in by the 
cartload from elsewhere or simply from a nearby rubbish dump. 
 
The great quantity of pottery sherds amongst the rubble is one anomaly that has been 
difficult to explain; context (18), for example, produced 1,953 sherds.  A pottery kiln was 
thought to be one possible source of the sherds and a kiln was one of the items listed on the 
Papist Register of 1720 but it is not clear what sort of kiln this may have been; possibilities 
include a lime kiln or a corn drying kiln as well as a pottery kiln.  Only five of the sherds were 
thought to be kiln waste however and despite extensive searches in the area of the mill, no 
trace of a kiln has been found, so it is unlikely that this was the source. 
 
One alternative is that the material has been brought down from Yearsley village where John 
Wedgewood and his later family were believed to have been producing pottery from the 
mid-17th to the early 18th century, similar to the Ryedale wares found on the mill site, 
although no kiln site has yet been identified in the village (Jenner, 2017, 6-7).  It should also 
be noted that Ryedale ware pottery was being produced elsewhere in the area, in Grimston 
and in Gilling for example, which are only slightly further away from the mill than Yearsley 
and could have been another source of the rubble but the impracticality of carting large 
quantities of rubble over such distances also seems to make this alternative unlikely 
particularly if there was a supply closer to hand. 
 
What is also incongruous about the pottery assemblage within the rubble is the high 
proportion of earlier (12th to 14th century) material that it contained; in contexts (11) and 
(15) it made up 28-30% of the total, mostly local Brandsby wares and in context (59), of the 
111 sherds, up to 47% were of earlier types but of the 1,953 sherds in context (18) only 10% 
were early.  This might suggest that the soil and rubble had been collected either from 
separate dumps or different parts of one large dump but, whatever the source, it appears to 
have accumulated over several hundred years, much longer than the Wedgewood’s period 
of potting in Yearsley.  Many of the Ryedale sherds recovered were also from vessels 
associated with brewing or verjuice production and other domestic activities linked with the 
mill.  Very few were identified as kiln waste (possibly only five) and given that the rubble also 
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contained other mill related artefacts, it appears most likely that the material was from a 
deposit close to the mill. 
Once dumped on the mill site, the soil and rubble appears to have been mixed and spread 
quite widely over the area, this made the horizons diffuse and difficult to identify.  Several 
inter-connecting pieces of pottery were also retrieved from widely differing contexts, a 
further indication of this mixing process, cross-joining sherds were found in contexts (1), 
(11), (16) and (30) for example (Young, 2013, 10). 
 
It is thought that the Fairfax family started their landscaping project in Gilling Park in the 
1720s and that it continued for a further fifty years (Marwood, 1999, Ch.9.1) (Yearsley Moor 
Archaeological Project Final Report, 2013, 20-23).  During this time many features, including 
two ornamental temples, a flight of lakes and an ‘Avenue’, were installed as well as the 
‘Wilderness’ area in which the mill had previously been situated.  Given the ‘Romantic and 
Picturesque’ status that water mills were given during this period (Syson, 1965, 13-15) it is 
perhaps surprising that the remains of the mill were not left as a ruin within the 
‘Wilderness’.   
 
The charm and allure of water mills still holds as true today as it did when George Eliot wrote 
The Mill on the Floss in 1860 with “its unresting wheel sending out its diamond jets of 
water”.  (Eliot, 1860, 1).  Because of their unique attraction, many have been restored and a 
fine working example can be seen at Tockett’s Mill near Guisborough NZ 626 182 (Harrison, 
2001, 138-9, 174-5), (www.yorkshire.com/view/attractions/guisborough/tocketts-mill-
2030924).  Extensive research and partial restoration has also taken place at nearby Coulton 
Mill; SE 642 736 (Copsey, Gourley and Wilson, 2012), providing an extremely attractive place 
to live and work.  This is true of many water mills throughout the country but the unique 
attraction of Yearsley Mill has been the lack of prior knowledge of its existence, the isolated 
beauty of its location and the idea of the site having been ‘frozen in time’ for almost three 
centuries. 
 
A work voucher dated 18th September, 1748 for building a wall from ‘Thomas Bulmer wall 
over to the ould mill’ suggests that the mill was gone by this time, the ‘wall’ possibly being 
the park boundary that passes through the site today (NYCRO Fairfax Vouchers 1733-1752, 
ZDV(F) MIC 1131). 
 
The Yearsley Mill appears to have slipped from sight and from local memory from this time 
in the mid 18th century.  Apart from some adjacent forestry planting, the site has been left 
largely untouched since then and may have continued in this state for many years to come 
had it not been for the keen eyed members of the Y.M.A.P. survey team who rediscovered it 
in 2011.  Further work could be carried out to establish the full extent of the site, the 
presence of other structures or features and the relationship between the first excavated 
building and the mill but it is a tribute to the dedicated members of the Yearsley Mill 
Research Project team that so much has already been achieved from such unlikely 
beginnings. 
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SPECIALIST REPORTS 
 
Specialist reports have been obtained for the pottery assemblage, the worked stone, paleo-
environmental samples and the wood which is to be conserved. The reports on the pottery, 
worked stone and the wood have been included in the relevant finds reports the 
environmental samples will be considered below.  A short non-technical summary is 
presented at the beginning of each report. 
 

Palaeoenvironmental Analysis 

Samples were taken from selected contexts for environmental analysis; the first of these was 
of a grey waxy textured substance found towards the centre of the wheel pit.  It was thought 
initially to be a possible lubricant for the axle.  The analytical results, however, showed it to 
be a discrete deposit of kaolin or clay, possibly thrown into the pit after the demise of the 
mill.  
 
A second sample taken from a waterlogged deposit in the tail race proved to be more 
informative.  The material was a dark brown fibrous organic substance that had built up 
after the mill had fallen out of use but had then been sealed by the soil and rubble layers 
placed over it.  The analysis showed the samples to be made up of decaying organic matter 
from ruderal weeds and plants such as rushes and sedges and shrubs including alder and 
elder, typical of wet land conditions, occasional spruce needles observed were thought to be 
modern contaminants.  Judging by the depth of the deposit (over 1.0m in places) the 
material appears to have taken several years to accumulate, a period when other activities 
were taking place, or continuing to take place, on the mill site.  The presence of rye and 
bread wheat chaff in the sample would suggest that farming may have been one of them. 
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1. Summary 

 The project  

1.1 This report presents the results of palaeoenvironmental assessment of a sample of dark 

brown, organic material (context 53) from the tail race of a previously unrecorded mill at 

Yearsley, North Yorkshire. FTIR analysis of a waxy material (context 65) found towards the 

centre of the mill wheel pit was also undertaken. 

 

1.2 The works were commissioned by Helmsley Archaeological and Historical Society, and 

conducted by Archaeological Services Durham University. 

 

 Results 

1.3 The organic material (context 53) was deposited in stagnant, waterlogged conditions, 

presumably after the mill went out of use. It comprised uncharred plant remains from a 

range of arable, ruderal, wetland and tree species. The accumulation of rye and bread wheat 

chaff may indicate the feature was used for the disposal of crop processing waste or that 

chaff blew in from nearby arable fields. A 19th century or later date is suggested by the cf. 

hemlock-spruce conifer needles. 

 

1.4 FTIR analysis of context (65) showed that the material is unlikely to be a fat or wax. The 

spectra compared closely with modern clay samples. 

 

 Recommendations  

1.5 No further work is recommended.  If additional work is undertaken at the site, the results of 

this assessment should be added to any further palaeoenvironmental data produced. 
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2.  Project background 

 Location and background 

2.1 Archaeological works were conducted by Helmsley Archaeological and Historical Society at 

Yearsley Mill, North Yorkshire. This report presents the results of palaeoenvironmental 

assessment of a sample of dark brown, organic material (context 53) from the tail race of the 

mill and FTIR analysis of a waxy material (context 65) found towards the centre of the mill 

wheel pit. 

 

 Objective 

2.2 The objective of the scheme of works was to assess the palaeoenvironmental potential of 

the organic material to provide information about activity at the site following the disuse of 

the mill. FTIR analysis was undertaken to determine the nature of the waxy substance. 

  

 Dates 

2.3 Samples were received by Archaeological Services on 5th December 2016. Assessment and 

report preparation was conducted between January and February 2017. 

 

 Personnel 

2.4 Palaeoenvironmental assessment and report preparation was conducted by Dr Charlotte 

O’Brien. FTIR analysis was undertaken by Vicky Garlick. 

 

 Archive 

2.5 The site code is YM16, for Yearsley Mill 2016. The samples are currently held in the 

Palaeoenvironmental Laboratory at Archaeological Services Durham University awaiting 

collection.  

  

 

3. Palaeoenvironmental assessment 

Methods 

3.1 A 200ml subsample of the dark brown, fibrous organic material (context 53) was wet sieved 

over a 250μm mesh. The wet residue was examined at up to x60 magnification for botanical 

remains using a Leica MZ7.5 stereomicroscope. Identification of these was undertaken by 
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comparison with modern reference material held in the Palaeoenvironmental Laboratory at 

Archaeological Services Durham University. Plant nomenclature follows Stace (2010). 

Habitat classifications follow Preston et al. (2002).  

 

3.2 Waterlogged wood was identified by examining the transverse, radial and tangential 

sections at up to x600 magnification using a Leica DMLM microscope. Identifications were 

assisted by the descriptions of Schweingruber (1990), and modern reference material held in 

the Palaeoenvironmental Laboratory at Archaeological Services Durham University.   

 

3.3 The works were undertaken in accordance with the palaeoenvironmental research aims and 

objectives outlined in the regional archaeological research framework and resource agendas 

(Petts & Gerrard 2006; Hall & Huntley 2007). 

 

 

Results 

3.4 The sample comprised a range of waterlogged plant remains. These included seeds of the 

arable weeds corncockle, stinking chamomile and black-bindweed and the ruderal weeds 

common chickweed, campions and dead-nettles. Rachis fragments (chaff) of rye and bread 

wheat were frequently recorded. Trees were represented by alder fruits, birch fruits, elder 

fruitstones and a few cf. hemlock-spruce (Tsuga sp) conifer needles. Small indeterminate 

wood fragments were common in the sample, and a single fragment of 3-year old alder 

roundwood was identified. Sedges and rushes reflect the presence of damp ground habitats. 

Uncharred monocot stems were present, giving the sample a fibrous nature. Mosses, 

beetles and fragments of bracken were also noted. Charcoal and charred remains were 

absent. The results are presented in Appendix 1. 

 

Discussion 

3.5 The peaty nature of the sample and the preservation of a range of uncharred plant remains 

reflect stagnant, waterlogged conditions within the tail race as the deposit accumulated. 

This presumably took place after the mill went out of use. The range of plant remains 

reflects damp ground conditions with overhanging trees. The probable presence of hemlock-

spruce, a conifer introduced to Britain in the 19th century, indicates a relatively late date for 

the deposit. The occurrence of cereal chaff may reflect the disposal of crop processing waste 

in the feature, or that chaff was blown in from nearby arable fields. The arable weed seeds 

may also derive from nearby cultivated land. Bread wheat and rye are crops which have 

been cultivated in northern England since the medieval period (Hall & Huntley 2007), and 

can be grown together as a maslin crop. It is unclear whether the cereal remains relate in 
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any way to the former use of the mill. The monocot stems were ribbed and round in cross-

section, and therefore may come from cereal straw and/or waterside grasses or rushes. 

 

 

4. FTIR analysis 

4.1 Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) analysis was undertaken on a sample of material from 

context (65) SF67 in order to try and determine what the sample might be. Originally it was 

considered that the sample might have been a fat or wax of some sort to be used as a 

lubricant but comparison with fat and wax spectra has determined this is unlikely to be the 

case, as the peaks do not match (Appendix 2). 

 

4.2 Considering the colour and texture of the sample, it was then compared to a modern clay 

sample and was found to contain a number of similar peaks on the right-hand side. 

Furthermore when compared to a kaolin spectra (a clay mineral), there were a number of 

similar peaks across the spectra (Appendix 2). This suggests that the sample from Yearsley 

Mill may be a form of wet/damp clay. 

 

 

5. Recommendations 

5.1 No further work is recommended.  If additional work is undertaken at the site, the results of 

this assessment should be added to any further palaeoenvironmental data produced. 

 

 

 

 

6. Sources 

Hall, A R, & Huntley, J P, 2007 A review of the evidence for macrofossil plant remains from 

archaeological deposits in northern England. Research Department Report Series no. 

87. London 

Petts, D, & Gerrard, C, 2006 Shared Visions: The North-East Regional Research Framework 

for the Historic environment. Durham 
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Preston, C D, Pearman, D A, & Dines, T D, 2002 New Atlas of the British and Irish Flora. 

Oxford 

Schweingruber, F H, 1990 Microscopic wood anatomy. Birmensdorf 

Stace, C, 2010 New Flora of the British Isles. Cambridge  
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Appendix 1: Data from palaeoenvironmental assessment 

 

Context   53 

Material available for radiocarbon dating   ✓ 

Volume processed (ml)   200 

Sample matrix     

Beetle  ++ 

Monocot stem (uncharred)   +++ 

Moss   + 

Vegetative material (uncharred)  ++++ 

Wood   ++ 

Waterlogged remains (abundance)   

(a) Agrostemma githago (Corncockle) seed 1 

(a) Anthemis cotula (Stinking Chamomile) achene 1 

(a) Fallopia convolvulus (Black-bindweed) nutlet 1 

(c) Secale cereale (Rye) rachis frag. 3 

(c) Triticum aestivum (Bread Wheat) rachis frag. 3 

(r) Lamium sp (Dead-nettles) nutlet 2 

(r) Silene sp (Campions) seed 1 

(r) Stellaria media (Common Chickweed) seed 2 

(t) Alnus glutinosa (Alder) fruit 2 

(t) Alnus glutinosa (Alder) roundwood 1 

(t) Betula pendula (Silver Birch) fruit 1 

(t) Conifer cf. Tsuga sp (Hemlock-spruce) needle 2 

(t) Sambucus nigra (Elder) fruitstone 1 

(w) Carex sp (Sedges) biconvex nutlet 1 

(w) Juncus sp (Rushes) seed 2 

(x) Asteraceae undiff. (Daisy family) achene 1 

(x) Chenopodiaceae (Goosefoot family) seed 1 

(x) Poaceae undiff. (Grass family) caryopsis 1 

(x) Pteridium aquilinum (Bracken) frond frag. 2 
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(x) Rumex sp (Docks) nutlet 1 

(x) Stachys sp (Woundworts) nutlet 2 

(x) Viola sp (Violets) seed 2 

[a-arable; c-cultivated; r-ruderal;  t-tree/shrub; w-wet/damp ground; x-wide niche.   

(+): trace; +: rare; ++: occasional; +++: common; ++++: abundant 

Waterlogged remains are scored from 1-5 where 1: 1-2; 2: 3-10; 3: 11-40; 4: 41-200; 5: >200] 
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APPENDIX 

 

YMRP Context  Index 
Site Name: 
Yearsley Mill. 

Site code: 
YM 12 – 16. 

Area: 
1 – 3. 

Sheet No: 
1 

Context 
No. 

Fill / Cut/ 
Other. 

Description: Recorded 
by: 

Date: 

1 Deposit Modern organic topsoil. L Signiorelli Nov / Jan 
2012-13. 

2 Structure West wall of mill building. ‘’ ‘’ 

3 Structure South wall of mill building. ‘’ ‘’ 

4 Structure Boundary wall south of wall 3. ‘’ ‘’ 

5 Structure East wall of mill building. ‘’ ‘’ 

6 Structure North wall of mill building. ‘’ ‘’ 

7 Structure Internal wall of mill building. ‘’ ‘’ 

8 Deposit Stony rubble. G Snowdon 
+ LS 

‘’ 

9 Deposit Water course 13 fill over bedrock. ‘’ ‘’ 

10 Structure Short stub wall N-S. ‘’ ‘’ 

11 Deposit Grey silty clay under topsoil. ‘’ ‘’ 

12 Natural Bedrock. LS ‘’ 

13 Feature Stream running through building wall 3. ‘’ ‘’ 

14 Cut Recess in bedrock for millstone. ‘’ ‘’ 

15 Deposit Yellow brown sandy silt under 11. ‘’ ‘’ 

16 Deposit Rubble, W end of building, internal, under 1. LS + GS ‘’ 

17 Feature Intact millstone. LS ‘’ 

18 Deposit Rubble, W of building, external, under 1. LS + GS ‘’ 

19 SITE 4 RELATES TO EXCAVATION OF PARK PALE. LS ‘’ 

29 ‘’ NOT INCLUDED HERE. ‘’ ‘’ 

30 Deposit Rubble, fill over wheel pit area. LS + GS ‘’ 

31 Feature Doorway in wall 2. LS ‘’ 

32 Structure Walls of wheel pit. LS + GS ‘’ 

33 Feature Wheel pit. LS ‘’ 

34 Deposit Rubble fill =8, internal. GS MAY 14 

35 Deposit Rubble fill, W of central wall =34=8. ‘’ ‘’ 

36 Deposit Rubble fill, E of central wall. ‘’ ‘’ 

37 Deposit Rubble fill, in water channel, S of wall 3. ‘’ ‘’ 

38 Deposit Rubble fill, W of central wall, under 35. ‘’ ‘’ 

39 Deposit Waterlogged organic fill of cog pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

40 Deposit Rubble fill, doorway in central wall. ‘’ ‘’ 

41 Feature Hearth, W of central wall. ‘’ ‘’ 

42 Feature Oven / kiln, adjacent to hearth. ‘’ ‘’ 

43 Cut Cut of cog pit into bedrock. ‘’ ‘’ 

44 Deposit Rubble fill, water channel, under 37. ‘’ ‘’ 

45 Deposit Rubble fill, S of water channel, Tr. 2.  Ar. 2. ‘’ ‘’ 

46 Deposit Stony rubble N of wheel pit. ‘’ ‘’ 
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47 Deposit Sandy clay, levelling layer for building. GS SEPT 14 

48 Deposit Subsoil, W of wheel pit and embankment. ‘’ ‘’ 

49 Deposit Rubble, large stones =8. ‘’ ‘’ 

50 Cut Cut into bedrock, W end of building, post hole. ‘’ ‘’ 

51 Fill Rubble fill of [50]. GS SEPT 14 

52 Deposit Organic fill of wheel pit under 30 =53. ‘’ ‘’ 

53 Deposit Organic fill of tail race under 30 =52. ‘’ ‘’ 

54 Feature Flagstone floor under 34/35. ‘’ ‘’ 

55 Feature Revetment / embankment W of wheel pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

56 Deposit Subsoil, poss. re-deposited NW of wheel pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

57 Deposit Rubble fill, W of embankment under 48. ‘’ ‘’ 

58 Deposit Rubble fill, W of wheel pit wall. ‘’ ‘’ 

59 Deposit Subsoil layer = 48. Tr. 3A over 18. ‘’ ‘’ 

60 Deposit Sub soil under 57, natural W of embankment. ‘’ MAY 15 

61 Deposit Rubble fill W of embankment under 57. ‘’ ‘’ 

62 Deposit Organic fibrous material in tail race/ wheel pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

63 Cut Cut for sole plate/timber, NW of wheel pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

64 Deposit Rubble and soil layer under 45 Tr. 4. ‘’ ‘’ 

65 Deposit Sedimentary layer under 62 in wheel pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

66 Deposit Stony rubble E of cog pit. ‘’ OCT 15 

67 Feature Stone slabs, entrance to building W of wall 2. ‘’ ‘’ 

68 Feature Wall, S-N, from 67. ‘’ ‘’ 

69 Feature Pathway from entrance 67 towards wheel pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

70 Cut  Large post hole toward centre of cog pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

71 Fill  Fill of post hole [70]. ‘’ ‘’ 

72 Deposit Rubble under pathway 69. ‘’ ‘’ 

73 Deposit Rubble layer in test pit, N of tail race. ‘’ MAY 16 

74 Feature Wall foundation under embankment 55, 68. ‘’ ‘’ 

75  Tr.5 Ar. 4. NOT INCLUDED. ‘’ ‘’ 

76 Deposit Wooden planks in tail race. ‘’ ‘’ 

77 Deposit Rubble packing under mill stone. ‘’ ‘’ 

78 Deposit Rubble, stony layer E of building, Tr. 2B. ‘’ ‘’ 

79 Cut Post hole / wall trench, E end of cog pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

80 Fill Clay fill of [79]. ‘’ ‘’ 

81 Feature Remains of water wheel. ‘’ ‘’ 

82 Deposit Soil and stone layer under 73 in test pit. ‘’ JUNE 16 

83 Fill Post packing stones in [63]. ‘’ ‘’ 

84 Cut Upper wall trench E end of cog pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

85 Fill Rubble fill of [84]. ‘’ ‘’ 

86 Cut Shallow semicircular cut on side of cog pit. ‘’ JULY 16 

87 Cut Linear cut on S side of cog pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

88 Feature W wall of cog pit, extension of wall 2. ‘’ ‘’ 

89  TR. 5. NOT INCLUDED.   

90 Fill Rubble fill of post hole [91]. ‘’ SEPT 16 

91 Cut Large posthole SW corner of wheel pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

92 Fill Dark silt fill of [93]. ‘’ ‘’ 

93 Cut Large post hole NE corner of wheel pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

94 Deposit Rubble layer E of building, under 78. ‘’ ‘’ 

95 Deposit Ditch fill E of building Tr. 2B. ‘’ ‘’ 

96 Deposit Rubble E of building = 94. ‘’ ‘’ 
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97 Deposit Rubble and soil layer under wall 5. ‘’ ‘’ 

98 Fill Rubble fill of [99] under embankment. ‘’ ‘’ 

99 Cut Irregular cut post hole W of wheel pit ‘’ ‘’ 

100 Cut Shallow cut N centre of wheel pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

101 Cut Construction cut for wheel pit. ‘’ ‘’ 

 


